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editorial

Dear colleagues and friends of KAEFER,

A

shared philosophy is the important glue that binds like-minded
thinkers together. This is as important in communities as it is in
business. This mindset underpins “The KAEFER Way”, which is the
common, sustainable thread that runs through everything we do.
A number of themes are at the heart of “The KAEFER Way”, including health and safety, quality, our business strategy, our core principles,
our sustainable mindset and our Code of Business Conduct. These themes
form the method of working for our 18,000 employees worldwide and our
relationship with our customers and suppliers.
In 2012 we conducted a survey in which we asked all our employees
for their opinions. According to industry standards, the response rate of
70% reflects tremendous employee engagement as well as a commitment
to making KAEFER an even better company to work for.
That the well-being of our employees is at the forefront of our
strategy can be gauged from the successful Health & Safety Year 2012.

The enthusiasm of employees across the KAEFER world for this themed
year was uplifting, with a 26% reduction in lost time incidents being just
one of the highlighted achievements of the initiative.
In 2012 we also published our first comprehensive sustainability
report. The projects described in the report highlight the ongoing
efforts to ensure that we live up to our economic, social, ecological and
cultural responsibilities.
Moving on to 2013 we are looking forward to introducing our
quality campaign, focusing on planning, administration, communication
and technical aspects. We trust that this will be every bit as successful as
the Health & Safety Year was.
We thank all our employees, customers and stakeholders for the
support we received in 2012 and we look forward to sharing our successes in the future.

Best regards,

Peter Hoedemaker

Philipp Dalheimer

Steen E. Hansen
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THE KAEFER WAY
INTERVIEW Building on the successes of 2012 with a year dedicated to quality

The members of the Board
of Directors:
Philipp Dalheimer (l.),
Peter Hoedemaker and
Steen E. Hansen (r.)

How do you feel the Health & Safety Year 2012
went?
Peter Hoedemaker: It went very well, and we
are looking forward to continuing the focus on
health and safety into 2013. The communication tool in the form of Max was particularly
well received. The result of the campaign is
that incidents are down, and that has to be
positive.
Steen E. Hansen: Yes, it was very positive, and
I was particularly impressed that the campaign
raised a lot of attention about health and
safety within the group. It is an issue that has
very high priority for us, and this raised its
prominence in many countries.
Philipp Dalheimer: From my perspective it is
very important that we make a clear statement: People now know just how important
this topic is for us, a fact which is underscored
with a full-time Corporate Health & Safety
head. So, this is not merely a one-off special
safety campaign, it is a long-term commitment
for the whole company.

In the years 2013 and 2014 KAEFER will pay
particular attention to the theme of ‘quality’.
What does ‘quality’ mean for you?
Steen E. Hansen: It refers to all aspects of
quality within the group and is not only projectrelated: first is planning, meaning, for instance,
estimation and operations. Second is administration, which includes the whole documentation of a project, up to invoicing and collecting
money. Third is communication, whether with
customers, partners or knowledge retention
within the group. Fourth is the technical
execution, meaning not just technical quality
but also compliance with timelines and
reduction of the number of claims coming out
of a project.
Philipp Dalheimer: It is important to note that
we define quality not only as ‘technical quality’;
quality is something that exists throughout the
entire cycle of a project or our daily work from
start to finish. This means working according
to set goals and standards, and working in the
most professional and efficient way.

Now that you have the attention and engagement
of your employeesv , the real test will be the years
ahead.
Philipp Dalheimer: Yes, and regarding employee
engagement, it was great to see them taking
part in the company survey we conducted.
Health and safety was recognised in the survey that is something high on the agenda
at KAEFER. In a sense this is already a good
measurement of the awareness that is there.

Will there be an international harmonisation
of KAEFER quality in decades to come?
Peter Hoedemaker: I think the word ‘harmonisation’ is correct, as long as it has room for
some level of differentiation. There is a process
that will bring quality levels closer together,
but probably not equal.
Steen E. Hansen: Yes, because technical quality
equally will be affected by specifications around
the world. Our mission is to always fulfil the
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customers’ demands and if we do that from the
basis of having a reputation for producing high
quality then that will benefit us in all countries.

keep an overview of the synergies. By creating
more strength in the regions, by setting up
regional management centres, it is a goal now
to benefit from synergies across the world.

conditions with suppliers, not only lower prices
but also better payment terms and delivery
terms.
Peter Hoedemaker: Purchasing and IT are now
driven by the same globalisation imperative. In

What are the reasons behind the Marine &
Offshore merger?
Peter Hoedemaker: It was always a little
difficult to explain where the line between
Marine and Offshore was. In addition, for both
we had a number of staff to run each organisation. By merging them they are more powerful
and knowledgeable and will be able to better
react to market opportunities.
Philipp Dalheimer: From potential wins in the
markets to reduced costs by combining skills
it makes sense. We can focus the strengths of
Marine & Offshore fully on market possibilities. For example, Floating Production Storage
and Offloading (FPSO) units, which require
similar skills and have similar customers from
the two former individual entities.

the past these were mainly decentralised, but
now systems are set up to facilitate groupwide activities. As well as IT, we are streamlining many different processes and systems in
all the KAEFER countries.

How will departments like IT or Supply
Management adapt to the new structure?
Steen E. Hansen: We are always looking at
ways to optimise all areas of the business.
Investing in quality, for example, is one way, and
having a common IT system is another. Take, for
example, operational systems that support the
business: we can make savings from coordinating such activities if we do not have to install
the programs from scratch in every country.
In contrast, we are building up skills and
experiences within the group. These synergies
are important. And when you come to purchasing, a fairly decentralised organisation is fine
up to a point, but it is clear that sometimes
if you look at the bigger picture you have the
chance of gaining synergies – for example, if
you combine volumes you can obtain better

What would you say are the milestones from
2012?
Peter Hoedemaker: There were a lot of great
projects in 2012. We finished the huge Pluto
project in Australia. We have been building up
various maintenance projects that have provided us with many positive learning outcomes
and we are very confident these have left us
much stronger in this field.
Steen E. Hansen: The Bharati station for the
Indian National Centre of Antarctic and Ocean
Research in Antarctica was completed in March
2012 – with some finishing touches in late
autumn 2012 - and the Indian station has been
manned through the Arctic winter. This was a
hugely successful project for KAEFER.
Philipp Dalheimer: There were lots of great
projects across the world but I would like to

Does quality always have to cost money?
Steen E. Hansen: Quality will always require
some expense in order to set up systems and
procedures. But in the long run, high quality
will be a source of revenue. If an organisation
works according to a high-quality standard, it
actually saves a lot of unnecessary costs and
most of all we develop an even higher standing
with our customers.
Philipp Dalheimer: We’re not so much talking
about technical quality here. Delivering the
same objectives, but in a better organised and
quality-driven way doesn’t cost money.
Peter Hoedemaker: This can mean quality in
communication, systems and software – yes,
an investment but money-wise it has a clear
positive value. Regarding the competitive
advantage, we will see a return on our investment because the rewards are higher than if
we made no investment in quality.
Can you tell us why so many people are talking
about the “The KAEFER Way” and what does
it mean?
Peter Hoedemaker: “The KAEFER Way” complements everything we have discussed so far.
It defines the systems and standards that in
the end will lead to an improved quality. It also
refers to the change in KAEFER from a group
of companies to one major company.
Philipp Dalheimer: So far we have had a very
global mindset and have been a very localacting company, and the group was held
together by a common name and common
values. We want to push this further with
increased internationalisation and add more
common processes and guidelines.
Steen E. Hansen: We also have an historic
development at play here. KAEFER as a group
developed rapidly from the mid-1990s up until
the recent financial crisis. We gained a lot
of new activities in that time and it was, of
course, necessary to give the companies some
leeway in how they developed and grew. This,
however, meant that there were not many
opportunities to focus on processes and systems. Now KAEFER has reached a size where
we need to consolidate and create the right
structures to provide the necessary platforms to
move forward.
Peter Hoedemaker: We need to make ideal
use of the available synergies and we see it
as a good time to learn from one another, to
look closer at best practices. Previously, these
had been guided centrally, but when you work
in more than 50 countries it is not easy to

Is there a specific deadline to implement these
commonalities or is it an ongoing process?
Steen E. Hansen: It will definitely be an ongoing process because KAEFER is not a static
organisation – we keep acquiring new companies so we will always be en route to some
sort of standardisation. I don’t think we will
ever arrive at the point where we can say
this work has been done. There will always be
new companies or improvements at existing
companies.
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pay tribute to the great work done by our
workers on the many projects, big or small, in a
highly skilled and professional way.
Peter Hoedemaker: On top of this we entered
new markets, such as Algeria, Morocco and
Turkmenistan and have grown in countries such
as Brazil and Peru. We did an exciting project
in the Dominican Republic, a major scaffolding
project in New Caledonia and we are starting
larger projects in Kuwait as we speak.
Can you outline the recent changes to the
board structures?
Peter Hoedemaker: Previously, the Group
Executive Committee (GEC) was KAEFER’s
strategic decision-making body in the group.
Now, this will be the three-man Board of
Directors: Steen Hansen as the Chief Financial Officer, Phillip Dalheimer as the Chief
Operational Officer and myself as Chairman. In
general, each of our seven regions comprises a
Regional Director, a Regional Financial Officer
and a Regional Operating Officer.

The board will not be so involved in day-to-day
activities. This will enable us to have more time
to create and develop existing systems, standards and strategies. We will delegate power to
the strengthened regional managers.
What are you hoping for in 2013?
Peter Hoedemaker: Further improvements in
health and safety and a successful business
environment.
Steen E. Hansen: I hope to see progress on
the European debt crisis so that we can have
a more predictable and stable business environment for 2013.
Philipp Dalheimer: We had such great feedback
from our employees in the employee survey
that in 2013 we will act on what we have
learned. We hope that through these changes
we can further improve the good working
environment and spirit within KAEFER.
Peter Hoedemaker: Yes, the considerable
response rate confirms that employees are
already very interested in the company, and

now their suggestions for improvement can
be acted upon. We can make a commitment
that we will implement many of these and we
are looking forward to doing a similar survey
in 2014.
And I would like to finish by thanking our colleagues around the world for the great work
they did throughout 2012. With similar skill,
dedication and hard work, we are all looking
forward to making 2013 a KAEFER Quality year
to remember.
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Germany

>> Turnover

>> Employees

In 2012, the turnover from the previous year increased to €1.35 billion

Just like the turnover, the number of employees increased: 18,500 employees

despite the difficult global economic situation.

contributed to the worldwide success of the company.
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ADVISORY BOARD CHANGES
A STRONG HERITAGE Building on solid foundations laid by Norbert Schmelzle

T

he astounding growth of KAEFER in the past
two decades can be put down to a number
of advantageous factors coming together,
ranging from geopolitical circumstances to
making the right decisions at the right time.
The company, however, also owes a great deal
of its success to the foresight and talents of
Norbert Schmelzle.
Schmelzle, who is leaving KAEFER’s advisory board in mid-2013, arrived at the company
in 1995, during a period after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, when incipient globalisation started
to affect economies across the world. It was a
crucial stage in the company’s development. At
the time, the company had been run for more
than 50 years by the Koch family. With the
support of her sons, Mrs Annelotte Koch was
able to grow the family firm into a company of
international significance. Many far-reaching
decisions were taken in those decades to secure
the primary objective: the company’s long-term
success.
In view of the development and the company’s prospects for the future, the family took
a decision in 1995 to withdraw from running the

company and thereby to separate management
and capital. Since this time, the family members
have concentrated on their role as shareholders
and advisory board members.
Norbert Schmelzle restructured the
company, bringing in current chairman Peter
Hoedemaker in 1997 as his partner. KAEFER was
represented at the time in 14 countries, but it
was Schmelzle and Hoedemaker’s vision of
genuine global expansion that carried KAEFER
to its lofty current market position.
In 2009, Schmelzle moved on to become
chairman of the company’s advisory board, with
Peter Hoedemaker becoming his successor as
chairman of the company, taking it on to further
international successes.
Schmelzle’s departure from the six-person
advisory board in 2013 is accompanied by other
changes worthy of note. In 2011, Anne-Doreen
Schmidt followed in her father’s footsteps by
being elected to the advisory board, the first
female to do so. Schmidt entered the board as
a representative of the company’s shareholders,
joining Anton Koch and Christopher Brandt. In
addition, Peter Edelmann takes over from

Mr. Schmelzle. As second new member Dr. Hans
Christoph Atzpodien is succeeding Claus-Peter
Bell, who is retiring from the board. Both will be
joining the board as of July 2013 and Alexander
von Witzleben will remain in place.
With these changes in place, the company
is well positioned to deal with the future challenges. And as economic turbulence continues
to challenge the world economy, it is worth
remembering that such a positive outlook for
KAEFER owes a good deal to the solid foundations laid during the last two decades by
Norbert Schmelzle and his team.

Norbert Schmelzle

IMM 2012
© photo Caroline Moureaux

Event:

International Management
Meeting
Where: Evian, France
When: June 2012
Winners of the IMM Awards 2012:
KAEFER Termoizola UAB,
Lithuania
Best Turnaround 2011
KAEFER Thermal Contracting
Services (Pty) Ltd.,
South Africa
Best Development 2011
KAEFER Integrated Services Pty Ltd.,
Australia
Best Performing Business 2011
Corporate Competence Center,
Germany
Exceptional Performance 2011

Participants of the IMM 2012 in Evian, France
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21 mm
Strengthening KAEFER’s management structure
BOARD OF DIRECTORS KAEFER’s growth over
the past two decades has taken its success to a
host of countries. In order to better react and
adapt to local requirements, it has always been
important that the company has local people
with expertise and knowledge in all of these
geographical areas.
This has been reaffirmed in the company’s
business strategy, which states that a central
aim is to “maintain a healthy balance between
central, regional and local decision power”. To
better facilitate this, KAEFER has made some
adaptions to its Group Management Structure,
effective 1 January 2013.
The highest executive body of the company
is the Board of Directors, which comprises

Chairman Peter Hoedemaker, Chief Financial
Officer Steen E. Hansen and Chief Operating
Officer Philipp Dalheimer. While the Board of
Directors focuses on exploring the company’s
strategic developments and implementing
standards and systems, powers in the regions
are also strengthened.
The increase in responsibilities for the
regions has been accompanied by the creation
of Regional Directors, underpinned by Regional
Management Centres. These are predominantly
made up of a Regional Director, a Regional
Finance Officer and a Regional Operating
Officer.
This structure is brought together under
the aegis of the Group Management Committee

(GMC), which is made up of the Board of
Directors and the Regional Directors. The
committee provides a considerably strengthening at the heart of the company while at
the same time offering increased room for
manoeuvrability and flexibility in the regions.

Board of Directors
S. E. Hansen (CFO) - P. Hoedemaker (Chairman) - P. Dalheimer (COO)

Regional
Management
Centre

APAC
Asia Pacific
Greater China

As from 01.01.2013

MED & SAM
Mediterranean
South America

M&OFS, NA & SA
Division Marine &
Offshore
United Kingdom
North America
Southern Africa

EEU
Eastern Europe
Sweden
Caspian

CEU
Central Europe

ME & IN
Middle East
India

CON
Division
Construction

Group Management
Committee
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© photo ACCIONA Energía S.A., Spain

Refocusing with desertec

DESERTEC:
Generation of electricity through
solar thermal power, wind power
or photovoltaic systems in the
desert.

BUILDING ON A FRUITFUL THREE YEARS For three years KAEFER and Dii (founded as Desertec Industrial
Initiative) have worked together to develop solutions for more sustainable energy. Andreas Pöppinghaus,
Head of KAEFER’s Corporate Competence Centres, outlines the success of the Dii partnership and KAEFER’s
refocusing towards technology development.
What is behind the refocusing away from the close cooperation with Dii?
During our fruitful three-year-partnership, we gained a very good
overview of the driving factors behind certain technologies and markets. We also learned that time was of the essence to help this industry to materialise and that there is still a long way to go. At present,
solar-power generation can only exist if subsidies are mobilised, which
is not great if you are trying to set up self-sustaining markets or industries. The conclusion is that the cost of solar-powered generation
must be reduced considerably, and it has to happen quickly.
Is there a timescale to develop technological solutions?
From the outside there is a lot of time pressure because it should have
happened yesterday, but the technical solutions needed to create
self-sustaining markets are not there. There is also real pressure from
the development process itself. At the moment you do research, you
face problems, you try to solve them and you need cooperation from
outside suppliers. Additionally, you build prototypes, for which you
need money and you file patents, which need verifying. All of these
determine the speed of progress.

Which developments are you focusing on?
Firstly, on energy storage, which is a big hurdle. Wind power or solar
power have a problem with ‘dispatchability’, and energy storage would
ease this and make existing plants more cost efficient. Secondly, we
are trying to reduce costs in solar-power generation. We are, for
example, talking about concentrated solar power not photovoltaic.
At the moment this is based on steam cycles and we are trying to
reduce costs in the technology itself and also its use.
Will you continue to work with Dii?
We are certainly not turning our back on them. Dii has achieved a lot
over the past three years by convincing governments and the public
about the path power generation should take. At the moment, however, the technical solutions are not self-sustaining in a commercial
sense. With the resources we have, such as financial, manpower and
time, we want to focus on particular technologies. And if we can
develop these solutions, it is the best services we can give to
DESERTEC.
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ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE
NEW E-PROCUREMENT TOOL The new web-based programme enables easier communication
and access to information - whether on site via a mobile app or in the office

“W

ith our ‘Purchasing Excellence’ programme, the aim is to change the
purchasing department at KAEFER from a
reactive administration office into a function
that makes a positive and proactive contribution
to the company.”
A bold statement, but it is a goal that
Andreas Kamradt, Head of Corporate Supply
Management at KAEFER, is confident of achieving. It won’t be easy, he admits, as it will ultimately mean changing the company’s current
purchasing strategy completely. “KAEFER is
very decentralised: each company and country
tends to do their own thing. By overhauling this
approach, we want to create a streamlined system that will benefit the local companies, the
company as a whole and its suppliers.”
The programme is made up of a number of
different developments, from organisational to
technological. One of the main steps includes
the introduction of professional category
management. “In the future, important categories, for example metals, will have one global
responsible person for developing the entire
purchasing strategy, including contract terms,
main suppliers and so on. This will be applied
step by step across the whole business,” explains Kamradt, after successful tests in two
pilot categories. At present, the opportunities

Easier communication and access
to information is one
of the keys to success in the
purchasing excellence programme.
for purchasing to make an active contribution
to the success of the company are limited, he
says. By training and empowering a select team
of purchasers this will change.
One of the first areas to implement elements of the purchasing excellence programme
is South America. Launched in July, the Latin
American Supply Chain Community will create
the framework for more interaction between
countries in the region. “The challenges and
opportunities for the countries in the area are

The programme allows
easy access to the central
database online via a mobile
app or in the office.

similar,” says Pedro Vazquez, Director South
America. Supply managers from Chile, Brazil,
Peru and Mexico have already met at the first
community meeting in August, in the Peruvian
capital of Lima. “With just a few categories
making up around 80% of the purchases in
South America, there is considerable potential
to pool resources and benefit from improved
prices,” states Vazquez.
Easier communication and access to information is one of the keys to success in the purchasing excellence programme. One of the most
important elements in facilitating this will be a
new eProcurement tool. The web-based system,
from specialist supplier POOL4TOOL, will allow
all the relevant KAEFER employees to access a
central database from wherever they are,
whether on site via a mobile app or in the office.
“Ultimately, the eProcurement tool will improve
the whole supply chain,” believes Kamradt, and
will cover all company materials from mineral
wool to heavy equipment required on site.
The tool has been rolled out at KAEFER
ENERGY in Norway, Corporate Competence
Centres and Corporate Supply Management in
2012. A gradual rollout across the business will
then take place over the following two years
tailored to local needs. What are its advantages?
A simple rating system allows users to grade and
review suppliers, ensuring the tool is constantly
kept up-to-date. “Combining an easy-to-use
system with the revised purchasing strategy will
allow easier communication,” comments the

eProcurement project manager. “It is a global
tool with benefits for both local companies and
the business as a whole. We expect improvements in our prices, and the speed and effectiveness of our procedures.” Suppliers, too, will gain
from its use through greater visibility within the
KAEFER business, increasing the potential of a
higher business volume.
The diversity of cultures and differences in
the maturity of purchasing departments within
KAEFER will make the introduction of both the
tool and the purchasing programme as a whole
a challenge, says Kamradt. “However, we are not
just thinking about today, but also tomorrow
and beyond,” he says. “Our aim is to leverage
the true purchasing power of KAEFER.”

Latin America Regional Management Meeting 2012
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The role of the EiiF formed in 2009 is to promote
the benefits of insulation

Alongside 11 other leading
firms, KAEFER is a proud
founding member of the
European Industrial Insulation
Foundation (EiiF).
Formed in 2009, the EiiF is
the authoritative voice of
the industry, with a remit to
spread the word about how
good-quality insulation can
cut emissions and energy use,
and provide significant
economic and environmental
benefits.

Listen to the facts
INSULATION: MORE MONEY AND JOBS Director of Science, “about two thirds of the
The facts speak for themselves: the total energy and emission saving potential could
annual energy saving that could be achieved be tapped.”
is the equivalent to the energy consumption
What, then, lies behind this major poof 10 million households. And the annual tential for energy savings. What can be done
CO2 reduction could be the equivalent to that is not currently being done? The study
the emissions of 18 million cars.
reveals that up to 10 per cent of all indusThis is the contrial equipment
clusion to an insightis not correctly
The total annual energy
ful study carried out
insulated. And
saving that could be achieved
by the European
while some of
Industrial Insulation
this plant equipis the equivalent to the
Foundation (EiiF)
ment is not insuenergy consumption of
and the renewable
lated at all,
consultancy group
others are insu10 million households.
ECOFYs. The panlated to the miniEuropean report,
mum necessary
‘entitled ‘Climate Protection with Rapid degree. This means that as fuel prices have
Payback’, has identified that with the correct increased, the difference between energy
cost-effective industrial insulation, European loss and energy costs has diverged: energy
industry could hugely increase its energy loss may remain consistent, but fuel costs
efficiency by reducing fuel consumption by continue to soar.
620 Petajoule (PJ) (~ 172,360 GWh) and
Thankfully, there is one cost-effective
cutting emissions by around 49 million solution. The report advises that a one-off
tonnes of CO2.
industry-wide investment in insulation of
To put this in blunt terms, these poten- around €900 million would save EU industry
tial energy savings currently represent a a staggering €3.5 billion every year. Moreosignificant loss in profits, which particularly ver, as unemployment figures rise across the
in these times of economic difficulties can- EU, such an investment could create an extra
not simply be ignored. “With just better 4,000 jobs. Can such facts continue to be
maintenance,” explains Kornelis Blok, Ecofys ignored?

New approach to integration
started with INSCAN KAEFER
PMI FRAMEWORK The integration of a new
company into the KAEFER family can be a challenging project. The implementation of a new
processes, KAEFER’s Post-Merger Integration
Framework (PMI), has been specifically developed by CBD to facilitate a structured and
smooth integration of a company joining
KAEFER to safeguard increased value and
enhance repeatable PMI project success.
The PMI Framework is a series of procedures
that, though flexible to fit to each situation,
considers exactly what needs to be carried out
to ensure a smooth integration of a new business. To help this, experts from the KAEFER
corporate departments are involved from the
beginning, for example finance, operations,
communications and health and safety. The
pilot project for the new PMI Framework has
been the recent acquisition of the company
now called INSCAN KAEFER, a business based
in Central Canada.
The PMI project team leader from KAEFER,
is appreciative of the post-merger efforts.
“We have introduced new processes and are
ensuring that the right people talk to each
other,” he says.
And was the implementation of the PMI
Framework a success? Arnaud Lejemble (CEO
of KAEFER Canada) and Tom Kelly (President of
INSCAN KAEFER) note that the PMI Framework
has shown good results, created synergies,
helped to integrate the company in a short
period of time and made INSCAN KAEFER part
of the KAEFER family.

Signing up KAEFER C&D
100% KAEFER C&D It is quite a success story:
since collaboration started more than five years
ago, KAEFER C&D has tripled turnover and
hugely increased profits.
In 2007, KAEFER bought 51% of UK-based
C&D, and seeing how well the two companies
complemented one another, persuaded KAEFER
of a full buy out. So convinced had C&D
management become about the deal that in
October 2011 they changed the company’s
name to KAEFER C&D, with full takeover
contracts signed on 29 June 2012.
A “special thanks” was offered by Bernd
Ellmer, head of CBD, to Alan Green and all
other KAEFER C&D directors “for the tremendous job they have done over the past five
years”.
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THINK QUALITY
QUALITY YEARS 2013/2014 Following on from the hugely successful year of health and safety in 2012, in 2013 and 2014, the primary
focus of all KAEFER companies turns to quality. In times of economic challenges across the globe, investing in quality is a sign of strength,
and it is a key indicator to show how KAEFER aims to maintain its foremost position in the market, now and in the future.

Quality at KAEFER
is defined for four fields:
Planning Quality: This means the delivery
of a project to margin and includes
estimating and operational planning
procedures.
Administration Quality: This means
being professional, good procedures,
reporting, control and traceability.
Communication Quality: This means
customer relationship as well as knowledge retention and sharing.
Technical Quality: This means delivering
what the customer specified, but
communicating on technical specification
errors and guidance provision.

S

uch a long-term, strategically important
investment means that the very idea of
KAEFER ‘quality’ deserves a clear definition.
Nobody is better positioned than Marin
Schouten, Head of Corporate Quality, to define
the company’s quality manifesto for 2013 and
beyond. An important starting point for
Schouten is that “We need to look at quality in
all phases of our work. This means quality in our
estimation and offers, our project planning, our
execution and our knowledge sharing, rather
than simply thinking of quality in terms of the
physical work done on site.”
Sounds simple enough. But, says Schouten,
“Then we can talk about the KAEFER definition
of quality in the four defined fields of planning,
administration, communication and technical.”
In other words, KAEFER quality runs from the
very first notion of a project, through the
process of producing a winning bid, to contract
completion, not forgetting feedback and
reflection on the finished project.

For KAEFER, quality has been at the core
of business behaviour for decades, and it lies at
the heart of its relationship with its customers.
Therefore, the choice of making 2013 and 2014
quality years has clearly been well thought out,
and the planning has been detailed. Indeed, its
core can be not only traced back to the KAEFER
mission statement, which notes that the company is “fully committed to delivering the most
professional complete insulation solutions
worldwide”, but also to one of our core principles: The quality of our work forms the basis for
both our long-term customer relationships and
profitability.
A focus on quality produces a motivated and
innovative workforce. And with it comes a concomitant strengthening of the profit margin for
the company as a whole. But what specifically will
the Quality Years 2013/2014 look like? How will
employees engage with the quality initiatives?
Schouten says there will be four topics that
will be the primary focus. One will be ‘mindset
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and behaviour’, which aims to further cement
the concept of quality into the KAEFER way of
working. “To have pride in what you deliver as
a KAEFER employee,” is the concise way
Schouten describes it. A second focus will be
on ‘training and recruitment’, which is clearly a
key prerequisite to an across-the-board increase in quality, and this is every bit as vital
for management as it is for workers at the sharp
end, on the shop floor.
A third focus, ‘organisation and procedures’,
will turn the spotlight on the gearbox of KAEFER.
Without well-functioning procedures, no good
results can be obtained. This, says Schouten, is
important on a number of levels. “We need to
raise the awareness that certified quality is not
just paperwork to be filled out to get an
ISO-Certificate, but rather following good procedures within every local organisation and stick
to them.”
Last but not least, there will be a focus on
‘feedback and follow-up’. ‘We might presume
that we did a good quality job, but without
asking the customer, we can never be sure.
Only by getting this feedback and learning from
it, improving ourselves and teaching our
KAEFER peers, will we be able to optimise our
performance where possible.
Of course, in order for any themed year to
fully engage with the 18,000 or so KAEFER
employees around the world, the workforce
needs to be fully informed about what it entails.
Information, clearly, is key. Accompanying the
Quality Years , therefore, will be a communication campaign, training programmes at all
levels of the company and information stressing
how quality is as fundamental to individual employees as it is to the company as a whole.
The years of quality will show, rather than
a series of unsustainable ‘quick-fix’ solutions,
that an investment in quality represents
an investment in long-term relationships,
whether with KAEFER employees, KAEFER
customers or KAEFER suppliers.

Restructuring for success
AUSTRALIEN GROWTH The huge success of
KAEFER in Australia has to a large degree been
down to winning contracts on a number of large
liquid and natural gas projects in the AsiaPacific region. As a result, management have
implemented a number of structural changes,
with the aim to build on the current success and
to lead to “more control over the processes”.
In practical terms, the changes see the
Oceania region structure altered and split into

Client reaffirms
KAEFER quality
CONOCOPHILLIPS’ PRAISE Every year, KAEFER
workers across the world maintain exacting
standards, with a particular focus on producing
the best quality. While within KAEFER, quality
is a must, it is always an added bonus when it is
also acknowledged by external partners.
KAEFER workers in Australia can be
suitably proud to have received a letter from
ConocoPhillips highlighting the fantastic quality
they showed at the Darwin Liquid Natural Gas
plant shutdown of 2012.
The company’s “leadership and performance” was “notably impressive”, it said, and
the “diligence displayed by the KAEFER team
was an important factor in successfully completing all major scope items required for start up
within the planned 40-day shutdown.”
The letter finished by thanking KAEFER for
its work and looked “forward to working with
you again in the future” – a clear message that
KAEFER quality brings its own rewards.

two distinct though coordinated entities. Under
Justin Cooper, the Regional Director, APAC
South now comprises Australia, New Zealand,
New Caledonia and Papua New Guinea; and
APAC North is made up of Indonesia, Singapore,
Malaysia, Vietnam and Thailand.
Both sub-regions have their own financial
and operational structure, following the
strategy KAEFER is implementing all over the
world.

SHORT NEWS
Newcomer of
the year award
MERCK KNOWS BEST “Merck’s best contract partner” is the lofty prize that
KAEFER Industrie GmbH (Germany)
earned for outstanding work.
Merck is a leading pharmaceutical,
chemical and life science group, and the
company handed over the award at a specially organised breakfast get-together.
The prize is calculated on a points system,
in which excellent safety awareness and
adherence to the contract was noted.
KAEFER won the award in the category as Newcomer of the Year for 2011,
and with a five-year contract for all insulation at sites in Darmstadt and Gernsheim,
hopes are high that such a high level of
performance can be repeated until 2016.
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ASSESSING THE
HEALTH & SAFETY
YEAR 2012
HEALTH & SAFETY REVIEW Led by the newly appointed Head of Corporate Health & Safety,
Phillipa Recchia, KAEFER had high hopes for its 2012 health and safety campaign at the start
of the year. A year on Recchia and her team are now busily analysing the highs and lows of
the big health and safety push.

L

ooking forward to the project in early
2012, Recchia had explained that “the
main goal of the whole campaign is to raise
awareness of health and safety issues
across KAEFER and also to further improve KAEFER’s safety performance.”
In order to do so, the Health & Safety
Steering Committeecreated five principle
focuses that would be promoted: risk
assessment, training, health, working at
heights and manual handling.

How does Recchia feel that the campaign
went?
“The response across the businesses was very
positive,” says a delighted Recchia. This owed
much to various communication/awareness
tools provided to KAEFER companies across the
world, which was extremely important to raise
initial interest in the campaign. A very close
cooperation between the Corporate Health &
Safety (CHS) and Corporate Communications
(CCM) departments was a crucial success factor. The interdepartmental team prepared and
sent out many different tools such as: USB
sticks containing campaign introduction letters,
Max cartoon clips and posters. Also t-shirts,
stickers and calendars were distributed world-

wide. The local businesses also implemented
country-specific tools to promote each topic,
something that was also decisive to the success
of the campaign.
The introduction of the cartoon character

“We can already identify a
26% reduction in lost time
incidents and a 20% reduction
in total recordable cases
across the KAEFER Group,”
Phillipa Recchia
KAEFER’s Head of Corporate Health & Safety

Max, who became the H&S ambassador worldwide gave the whole campaign a face. By using
humour to impart important health and safety
messages, the popular Max seems to have
struck a cord, seen by the character’s high
recognition around the KAEFER world. Raising
awareness in general, therefore, seems to have
been a success, though Recchia is keen to point
out that it is too early to tell the full extent of
the improvements. Nevertheless, “We can
already identify a 26% reduction in lost time
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SAFETY
FIRST

Risk assessments
bring pay-off

Million safe man hours
and counting

Rheinpower hits 1.5 million

2,800,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

hours without any LTIs
(Lost-Time Injury)

hours without any LTIs
(Lost-Time Injury)

hours without any LTIs
(Lost-Time Injury)

2.8 MILLION LTIS What is the secret behind
achieving 2.8 million hours without a lost time
incident (LTI)? As the safety team at KAEFER
sites in The Netherlands and Belgium recognise, pre-work risk assessments and constant
vigilance every day is vital. Between August
2010 and July 2012, scaffolders and insulators
passed the 2.8 million LTI milestone, and the
safety manager is keen to point to the role
worker awareness played. “The main thought,”
he says, “has to be how am I going to do this
job safely for me and anyone else in my working environment?”

SAUDI SAFETY ACHIEVEMENT KAEFER Saudi
Arabia celebrated passing the milestone of
one million safe man hours in 2012 at the 5B
JERP project for Korean client SKEC. It was
achieved in the face of demanding standards
and climatic conditions, said, KAEFER Saudi
Arabia’s executive secretary to the director.
“Working in extremes of climate and at height,
when you can’t always predict the weather,
isn’t easy.” Educating and training workers in
safe processes and making them understand
their importance has been key to hitting the
milestone, he added.

SAFETY AT WESSELING Gone are the days
when the success of an industrial project was
all about the profit margin and whether it was
done on time. Nowadays, another important
factor to consider when judging the success
of a project is the safety record. As the work
done on the Rheinpower II plant at Wesseling,
Germany, highlights, safety is of paramount
importance to KAEFER: on the renovation of
a flue gas desulfurisation system, workers recorded 1.5 million man hours without a lost
time injury. It is a fantastic achievement, and
one that places safety firmly in first place.

incidents and a 20% reduction in total recordable
cases (figures correct as of 31st October 2012)
across the KAEFER Group,” she says.
Making real changes in health and safety
attitudes to around 18,000 KAEFER employees
in a host of different countries with distinct
cultures and backgrounds can sometimes be
complex, as the campaign highlighted. Take, for
example the topic of health, Recchia points out.
“Employees in each KAEFER region or area had
their own health issues they wanted to focus on.
For that reason, it made little sense to send
identical, corporate health missives to each area
on every occasion.” Clearly, a much more
nuanced and subtle way of working was needed.
One of the most interesting initiatives was
the KAEFER drawing competition, which proved
to be particularly interesting for children of
KAEFER employees. The children were asked to
draw pictures of safety scenes, which they not
only found fun but which also encouraged them
to ask questions about safety in non-working
situations, such as in the home. “This,” says
Recchia, “required parents to start thinking
about safety from a different, more everyday
perspective.” This lateral thinking on health and
safety has been one of the successes of the year.

Recchia also sees a notable difference in
the frequency with which health and safety is
discussed at all levels of the company. This has
been very much in evidence from the top of the
company downwards, prompting Recchia to
praise “the regional directors and the Board of
Directors for so vigorously endorsing the whole
health and safety campaign.”
For the Health & Safety Year 2012 to be a
sustainable success, though, the good work
needs to be built upon. “The main challenge for
2013 is to maintain the focus across the KAEFER
business,” says Recchia. “And we need to ensure
we conserve and improve the standards set in
2012, irrespective of where we work across the
world.”

SHORT NEWS
Safety, something
to treasure
SOUTH AFRICAN SAFETY Considerable
time without a lost time incident (LTI) is
always news to treasure, but when the
period heads up towards the million mark
on a relatively small but demanding scaffolding and insulation project, it is clearly a substantial achievement.
In April 2012, KAEFER Thermal in
South Africa achieved one million hours
without LTI’s at Eskom’s Majuba and
Tutuka power stations. A well-deserved
prize-giving event was later held to acknowledge this commitment to safety.
The Majuba and Tutuka teams delighted
in the achievement and look forward to
a similarly successful and safe 2013.
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DRAWING ON CHILDREN’S
IMAGINATION FOR INSPIRATION

Group A: Shalck Mohan (6)

Group C:

eez (10)
Faiza Haf

INTERNATIONAL DRAWING COMPETITION Innovative thinking is
something KAEFER prides itself on, though this does not always have
to mean super-modern, high-technology solutions. In fact, there could
be little more traditional than organising a drawing competition for
children to highlight some very important health and safety issues,
and raise the awareness of health and safety within the entire KAEFER
family.
In these days of tablets, mobile phones and various hand-held
gaming devices to occupy the minds of children, there was something
refreshingly familiar about the KAEFER International Painting and
Drawing Competition for children of KAEFER Group employees. It took
place in July and August 2012 and the entries were simply fabulous.
Participating children were organised into four age groups between
two and 16 years old, with the simple message from organisers to draw
a picture with the general theme of the ‘health of your parents at
work’.

n (15)

Group D: Namita Annie Nina

Soon after the announcement of the competition, something of
a deluge of pictures arrived from children around the KAEFER world.
All the children who entered received a Max toy as recognition. The
children had clearly thought long and hard on their creations, and
though it was a great pleasure in perusing the pictures for winners, it
was far from an easy task to choose winners. The almost impossible
job, however, was completed and the winners, who received an extra
prize (high-quality art boxes and paint sets to even further develop
their already outstanding creative talents), were as follows:
1st Place
Group A: Shalck Mohan (6)
Group B: Angel Shibu (9)
Group C: Faiza Hafeez (10)
Group D: Namita Annie Ninan (15)
2nd Place
Group A: Esme King (2)
Group B: Fanciellen R. Lopez Santiago (7)
Group C: Ismaaeel Shaikh Ebrahim (10)
Group D: Hylena Hamgas de Oliveira (14)
3rd Place
Group A: Coco Yang (5)
Group B: Soumya Pandey (7)
Group C: Mansi Lokhande (12)
Group D: Haira Shaikh Ebrahim (14)

Group B: Angel Shibu (9)
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Celebrating a successful Health & Safety Year 2012
HEALTH AND SAFETY ACHIEVEMENTS Countless number of people in numerous KAEFER
businesses around the world were integral to
the terrific success of the KAEFER Health &
Safety Year 2012.
A number of projects enjoyed record numbers of man hours without lost time injuries,
many of which took place on highly complex
plants and shutdowns. One of the most challenging was the Pluto LNG project in remote
Western Australia, located around 200 kilometres north west of the town of Karratha. The
whole project manifested some remarkable
health and safety results, including passing the
landmark of completing more than 10 million
man hours lost time injury (LTI) free. And
KAEFER’s contribution was substantial, recording two million man hours LTI free alone.
A long hop takes us to KAEFER Netherlands and KAEFER Belgium, which reached the
extraordinary figure of 2.5 million working
hours without an LTI. This means that KAEFER
workers in these countries went from April 2009
to March 2012, when the 2.5 million was
reached, with exemplary safety performances.
As Head of Corporate Health & Safety, Phillipa
Recchia, points out, “The commercial importance of such an excellent safety record should
not be underestimated.” With this in mind, the
management of KAEFER Netherlands and

KAEFER Belgium came up with the clever idea
of shouting from the rooftops about their
health and safety successes. This was done with
posters and flyers proclaiming the achievements
of KAEFER employees.

KAEFER Integrated
Services, Australia:
2 million man hours without
an LTI at the Pluto LNG project
in remote Western Australia
A much larger leap, this time over the Atlantic,
to Latin America: KAEFER KOSTEC may not be
the company’s biggest operation, but it can certainly punch well above its weight. In 2012, the
Peru-based business completed 49,000 man
hours without an LTI at the Cemento Andino
(CASA) project.
Of course, there are many more success
stories than Peru, Europe and remote Western
Australia, notably the “great health and safety
philosophy” identified by Phillipa Recchia in the
Middle East. What they all highlight, however, is
what a dedicated and engaged KAEFER workforce can achieve in the realm of health and
safety.

Safety is all in the mind
NEUROSCIENTIST DR SIMONETTO We like to
think that what we see is real, but sometimes
our brains play tricks on us, and we make assumptions about our environment, especially
when we repeat the same tasks day by day.
For example, if you drive to work along the
same road every day, which has a speed limit of
70 km/h, your brain becomes attuned to this
driving environment. If, however, one day the
speed limit is reduced to 50 km/h, you could very
easily get caught by a speed camera as you
merrily continue at just under 70 km/h. This is
just one example of the way our brains operate
using assumptions – or automatisms – which
sometimes lead to mistakes. This was the lesson
the managers of KAEFER WANNER learned in
France this year at its annual conference during

KAEFER C&D safety
boosts charity

a talk by neuroscientist and brain specialist
Dr. Simonetto on how our brain influences our
perceptions of safety.
Certain tools and methods to prevent our
brains making assumptions can help us avoid
making mistakes in high-risk environments. For
example, pre-job briefings, a one-minute wait
between briefings and starting a job, and looking afresh at the workspace can all help ensure
safe operating conditions.
While these tools are especially important
where professional gestures require maximum
reliability, for example in environments such as
the nuclear industry, they can also help stop our
brains playing tricks on us even when doing
everyday tasks.

RATCLIFFE’S ZERO HARM The reward for
reaching 1.25 million man hours without a lost
time injury (LTI) is clearly an achievement in
itself. But KAEFER C&D went one step further
and commemorated the milestone by celebrating the event with a ‘hog roast’ and donating
€5,000 to charity.
KAEFER C&D provide maintenance support across EON UK’s fleet of power stations
with access/scaffolding, insulation, asbestos
removal and industrial painting services. At the
Ratcliffe power station, however, KAEFER has a
dual role because the company is a leading partner in engineering firm Doosan Babcock’s installation of its SCR technology, an innovative
emission-control system.
With maintenance contract and the SCR
technology project, KAEFER has a combined
total of around 200 workers on site. As the
sales and marketing manager for KAEFER C&D
points out, “The hard work and attitude of the
management and workforce have delivered this
significant achievement”.
On-site safety achievement, however, is
only half the story. As well as health and safety
(accidents, incidents and near misses), customer satisfaction, commendations, overall
quality and time lost have all been exceptional.
With such high achievements, particularly
the 1.25 million man hours without an LTI,
handing over €5,000 to the Rainbow Charity
Trust was a pleasure.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS
FIRST SUSTAINABILITY REPORT Though sustainability had not been formally mentioned in
KAEFER’s strategy prior to 2008, the concept had played an important role in the development
of the company for far longer.
Building on this tradition of sustainable thinking, KAEFER has produced a report that highlights
the company’s economic, social, ecological and cultural sustainability efforts.

T

his first annual sustainability report covers
the year 2011 and was published in September
2012. The report makes for interesting reading:
it reveals, for example, how climate change will
offer opportunities to promote energy efficiency through better insulation and renewable
energy solutions. Importantly, though, the unpredictability of climate change – such as the
possibility of further rising energy costs –
makes the overall financial risks, challenges and
opportunities difficult to accurately quantify.
Sustainability is at the core of the KAEFER
strategy, as can be seen in how the company
attempts to provide healthy and safe working

A sustainable celebration
PARTYING SAUDI STYLE The team at KAEFER
Saudi Arabia throws a party with a different
theme during the public holidays each year. In
2012 staff attended wearing green to reflect
the theme of sustainability. One of the highlights of the event was a tree planting drive
to help green KAEFER’s workers camp in the
dessert.
The party aimed to highlight key environmental messages, including the need to save
energy. It was also a chance for staff to celebrate their contribution to creating a more sustainable world by working for a company with
the vision to eliminate the energy waste.

environments for its 18,000 employees. And the
report’s environmental dimension shows examples of how the business is becoming greener,
for example with the turn to renewable energy
for firm’s Bremen headquarters.
All in all this report provides the first overview of KAEFER’s sustainability efforts around
the globe. And thanks to the engagement of
numerous Sustainability Champions worldwide,
it is now possible to read in one publication
about how a commitment to sustainability runs
through the core of the company.

Tea joins the battle against starvation

AN HOUR AGAINST HUNGER Since its foundation in 1962, World Hunger Aid, a Germanybased non-governmental organisation, has been
supporting campaigns and initiatives all over
the world in the battle against hunger. In 2011
alone, the organisation was able to fund 300
projects in 39 different countries overseas and
21 projects in Germany. But despite all these
efforts, thousands of people worldwide die
every single day because of starvation or
malnutrition.

That is why on 28 March 2012, KAEFER in
Bremen and in Saudi Arabia joined forces to
support World Hunger Aid’s campaign “one
hour against hunger”, launched in recognition
of the organisation’s 50th year of organising
projects and events to combat starvation.
With the slogan “donate with each mug”,
Bremen’s KAEFER employees were invited to
contribute towards the campaign with every hot
drink that they consumed from the company’s
coffee machines. Similarly, KAEFER Saudi
Arabia enthusiastically participated by giving
employees the chance to buy specially designed
teacups with the inscription “1 hour against
hunger”. The response was so great that all
employees participated and now have a cup on
their desk. All of the proceeds from both events
were transferred to World Hunger Aid, so that
the organisation can continue its inspirational
work.
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Supporting all four sustainable dimensions
CRS: GLOBALLY ACTIVE Wonderfully supported by the KAEFER Sustainability Champions
across the world, the KAEFER Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainability team is dedicated to carrying out work in all four of KAEFER’s
sustainable dimensions: economic, social, environmental and cultural. This can be seen
throughout the company, as year-round, international projects bring KAEFER’s deep-rooted
sustainable mindset to life. Among a number of

benefits of energy efficiency through insulation
to SMEs in India – but first impressions can be
deceiving. Working in association with the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ), this project
involves much more, because it also aims to
raise awareness, educate and motivate.
Starting in 2009, MovIEE has now overcome its initial challenges, such as plants’ reluctance to participate as they were not willing to

inspirational initiatives, two projects in particular exemplify the hard work so many people have
put in across the world: a bursary programme
for female students in South Africa and MovIEE
(Moving India’s SMEs towards a sustainable
future).
KAEFER has a long-standing commitment
to South Africa, as seen in its HIV & AIDS relief
programme, KARP and the support of the
Fountain of Love orphanage. Similarly, in 2011
KAEFER Energy Projects and the Sedisa Black
Women Owned Education Trust launched their
respective Mathari Trust and Sedisa Trust
Bursary Programmes. The two programmes
grant subsidies to financially deprived and academically deserving young black South African
women so that they can follow their dreams of
a high-grade tertiary education without worrying about finances. George Wardrope, Managing
Director of KAEFER Thermal, expresses how the
scheme is about more than just helping individuals: education “is a very important part in
helping build South Africa as a nation … by creating a larger pool of talented and skilled workers.” Education is also an aspect of the second
project. On the surface it may appear that
MovIEE is simply a “hands-on” project – installing insulation in pilot plants to demonstrate the

shut down their production for insulation, and
the impressive results from the first two pilot
plants and focused training schemes for plant
owners as well as for bankers, have ensured that
other companies will not hesitate in replicating
the energy efficiency measures. This could be
seen through MovIEE’s most recent exciting
development: a new pilot plant in Pune. SB
Engineers, which is part of Pune’s forging industry, realised that they had great potential for
insulation in its heat-treatment furnace. The
heat loss was reduced through hot face insulation with ceramic fibre. The company had been
looking forward to significant economic cost
savings and the chance to benefit the environment, and it was, therefore, delighted when the
insulation was installed at the end of September
2012.
These highlights show how KAEFER’s sustainable mindset is put into practice worldwide.
Further CRS projects are being constantly developed and implemented locally and globally.
The efforts of everyone behind them make a
real difference to lives every day and support
the philosophy of “The KAEFER Way”.

Participants of the “Energy Efficiency
Financing for Bankers” training in Agra
which took place on 11. April 2012

Disability no bar to success
SAUDI OPPORTUNITY AWARD People with
physical disabilities in Saudi Arabia have to
overcome a culture where the pursuit of equal
opportunities lags behind some other countries.
KAEFER Saudi Arabia is helping to change
this by hiring individuals irrespective of any disability, which has resulted in the appointment
of six disabled employees in office administration and translation roles. This work has been
recognised with a corporate social responsibility certificate from the Muder Charitable Trust.
KAEFER Saudi Arabia’s executive secretary to the director said the job opportunities
provided are helping employees with disabilities
overcome a double hurdle. As well as their physical disabilities, they were also overcoming a
lack of self belief, engendered by a culture that
does too little to empower the disabled. “We’re
giving them a chance to prove themselves and
to discover a sense of confidence,” he said.
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KAEFER EMPLOYEES
HAVE THEIR SAY
FIRST KAEFER EMPLOYEE SURVEY It’s easy to proclaim a company vision but it is the staff
who have to turn it into reality. As a company that really believes in its workforce, what better
way to find out what works and what could be improved from the perspective of employees,
than to ask them?

I

n 2012, KAEFER embarked on its first worldwide survey (with more planned for future
years), addressing each one of their over 18,000
employees. All KAEFER companies took part in
the survey and over 12,000 questionnaires were
handed back for evaluation. ‘This is a very satisfying response rate of 70%,” Alexander Lüder,
Head of Corporate Human Resources, pointed
out. It was Lüder, together with his team who
administered the project. They were able to
rely on the scientific expertise of an international service provider and the dedication of 35
local KAEFER coordinators worldwide.
The survey’s questions focused on many
areas. For example, 2012 was the company’s
Health & Safety year, 2013 focuses on quality,
while in previous years KAEFER has pushed a
sustainability agenda. It made perfect sense,
then, “to ask some questions about these areas,” says Lüder. “We wanted to find out about
the impact of these messages and how they
have affected people’s behaviour.”

Such surveys can have many benefits
because not only can we learn what people like
or dislike about working for the company but we
can also learn to recognize best practices and
discover if they can be transported to other
business.
After the company received the survey responses, management immediately set to work
on the findings in order to develop local solutions and optimise common processes. The majority of participants stated that ‘they have high
expectations that things will change for the
better as a result of the survey’. This is exactly
what KAEFER hoped for, says Lüder, “because it
is our aim to even further improve the job
satisfaction at KAEFER.”
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i-KAEFER for innovation

Taking business to the international marketplace

QUALITY IN MANAGEMENT KAEFER ENERGY
(Norway) has turned quality management into
a science. Using sophisticated enterprise management software, it has created an interactive
portal that maps every single work process and
provides flow charts that graphically represent
all responsibilities and assignments in a central
portal.
Called i-KAEFER, the project is an offshoot
of KAEFER ENERGY’s Quality Project (which
aims to improve the company’s overall quality
management system) and was started in 2009.
“It has improved the use and understanding of
our quality-management system, reduced
quality costs and serves as a platform for
continuous improvement,” says the project’s
supervisor.
Before i-KAEFER, which was launched in
mid-2012, there were hundreds of work procedures for every work activity. Some were outdated, many had been customised and there
was little sharing of lessons learned. i-KAEFER
gives staff easy access to the information they
need to perform their daily work and includes
a register of best practices and the laws and
regulations needed to ensure conformance.
The mapping and development of business
processes was performed together with the
employees. “With new software, relevance to
employees is vital. It should make their day
easier,” states the project supervisor. A qualityimprovement system to report and to deal with
deviations, and to assess improvement suggestions and near misses is next on the agenda.

TRADE FAIRS 2012 Trade fairs, conferences and
exhibitions are an essential part of KAEFER’s
calendar, and they provide a great platform to
conduct business on an international scale. They
are the perfect opportunity to assess clients’
opinions, conduct research, evaluate competition and initiate project partnerships. “It’s more
than just a marketing tool, as the entire marketplace is right there,” explains KAEFER’s project
manager from Corporate Communications.
In 2012, KAEFER participated in a range of
events, beginning with April’s Offshore Technology Conference in Texas. May was the IFAT
ENTSORGA in Munich and in June KAEFER had
a very successful showing at Powergen Europe
in Cologne.

ONS at Stavanger, Norway, is regarded as
one of the world’s leading energy expositions,
with the 2012 focus being on innovation and
renewables. KAEFER colleagues attended this
event in August, alongside 1,500 exhibitors from
over 30 countries. A record breaking 59,913
guests from 109 nations visited the ONS this
year and saw the innovative booth of KAEFER
ENERGY, with its 180-degree screen and the
KAEFER tunnel of silence.
September saw teams attend the SMM fair
in Hamburg, which is dedicated to shipbuilding,
machinery and marine technology, and this was
followed by the Oil and Gas Conference in Rio
de Janeiro.
Rounding up the 2012 trade fairs in
October was GASTECH, in London. This
unrivalled networking event brought together
commercial and technical professionals to
explore business opportunities, exchange ideas
and to showcase the latest innovations across
the gas value chain.

The innovative booth of KAEFER
at the Gastech 2012

2013 FAIRS
16 – 19 April

LNG 17, Houston, USA
Considered the premier global LNG event,
LNG 17 will be the biggest global gas event
to take place in 2013.
It is the next International Gas Union event,
attracting decision-makers and industry
experts from all over the world.
www.lng17.org

6 – 9 May

4 – 6 June

KAEFER’s Marine & Offshore division will
be represented again at this huge annual
event. More than 2,500 companies representing more than 110 countries will be in
attendance, with the aim of advancing scientific and technical knowledge of offshore
resources and environmental matters.
www.otcnet.org

The region’s largest event dedicated to
power generation, now in its 21st year.
www.powergeneurope.com

Offshore Technology Conference
(OTC), Houston, USA

POWER-GEN Europe Conference
and Exhibition, Vienna, Austria
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23 countries
631 amazing pictures
19 winning shots

KAEFER IN COLOURS
KAEFER PHOTO COMPETITION 2012 Such was the success of the 2010 photo competition
that KAEFER was delighted to hold another one in 2012.
A total of 631 pictures were entered in just
three months, from 23 countries and by
238 enthusiastic photographers. Competition was hot and the quality was
high, but the judges eventually managed to whittle down 631 to 19 winning shots.
The most important achievement attained with this exciting
photo competition was to
strengthen the identification
of our employees with their
company and to share with
all KAEFER employees a
world in colours. Moreover,
the photos submitted

form a valuable pool which helps the communication departments to create all kinds of
motivational items. One example is our twoyear calendar, which will be distributed worldwide and will showcase the results of this
amazing KAEFER event.
We would like to take this opportunity to
thank everybody who participated in the competition and congratulate the winners. You
want to know what we are talking about? Just
fold out the pages next to this article and
enjoy a KAEFER world in colors (included are
photos from each participant and of course
the winners).

KAEFER IN COLOURS
PHOTO COMPETITION The result of our second international photo competition
shows how colourful our world truly is. KAEFER staff from all over the world show
us their interpretation of our value of “common spirit – local diversity” by capturing
food and drinks, landscapes, people and wildlife. Have a look at our winning pictures
and let yourself be carried away by the colour and impressions.
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The 6th KAEFER Soccer Cup – Sports and more ...
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT DELIGHTS PLAYERS AND FANS After the
summer 2012 sporting bonanza, which featured one of the best Olympic
Games in living memory (in London) and a very competitive football
European Championships (in Poland and Ukraine), KAEFER had its own
sporting triumph to celebrate. That is because 2012 marked the tenth
year since its inaugural Soccer Cup football tournament took place in
Saarbrucken, Germany.
The Soccer Cup is a fantastic opportunity for KAEFER to engage the
passion of the world’s most popular sport and to convey the important
messages of health and safety, fair play and sportsmanship. With this in
mind, players, coaches and fans gathered on 7 and 8 September 2012 for
the sixth Soccer Cup in the capital of Germany, Berlin. Such is the attraction of the tournament that people travelled from all across Europe to
compete for the title. Of course, not all of the 16 teams thought they
could win the cup, but the taking part and the camaraderie was
as uplifting as winning itself.
There has to be, however, a victorious team, and the eagerly anticipated matches began on Friday noon. Though the rain
was a constant companion, fans appreciated the good quality of
football on show – and the good heart and humour in which the
players went about chasing, passing and cajoling made up for
any lack of footballing skill.
Team Construction were one of the pre-tournament favourites, understandable as they were the cup holders from 2010.
Once again, the quality of this team, not to say home advantage,
propelled them to the final, though the result was anything but
straight forward: after 44 games, the final was decided on a
penalty shootout, eventually for Team Construction, the only
team to ever defend the title. Fully expect, though the gallant
losing finalists Team Germany I to be doubly determined to
gain sporting revenge next time around.
General opinion agreed that the best goalkeeper on show was the
Norwegian Ole Reksen, while the award for the best striker was an even
easier decision after England’s Jamie Kirkby plundered 16 goals in just six
games. Christine Bartz was the single female player during the weekend,
and it can only be hoped that her demonstrated skills, alongside around
200 male players, is a positive sign that we will soon see more women
joining the fun in future tournaments. A special mention should also be
given to the third-placed team, Poland I, and also the chivalrous performances of a second team from Poland, who won the Fair Play award.
After such a great few days, no matter who won or lost, the only
thing to do is to celebrate. And as the teams joined the party after the
award ceremony on Saturday, the biggest question on the players’ lips
was: when and where will the next KAEFER International Soccer Cup take
place? Although the place is still not defined, one thing is sure: the next
one Soccer Cup will be in 2014.

“Set your goals high, and don’t stop until you get there.”
This could have been the motto of the final between Team
Germany I and Team Construction, which was decided
through a penalty shot in the end.
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BLAZING AN INNOVATION TRAIL
ACROSS CONTINENTS
EXPERTISE: FROM AUSTRALIA TO POLAND In a remote part of Australia’s northern coast, the €12-billion
Pluto LNG project has been taking shape for more than five years. For Alen Suljicic, member of the thermal insulation
team of Corporate Technology & Research (CTR) department, on secondment from Bremen to KAEFER Integrated
Services in Australia, visiting the site for the first time was breathtaking.

G

“

Poland

Australia

Workshop for pre-insulation of LNG piping

oing to see something like Pluto for the
first time is amazing,” he said. “For an
engineer it’s a bit like what seeing a beautiful
building in London or Paris might be to a
tourist. You get your first view of it from over
a mountain pass and it’s something you don’t
forget. It’s incredible, like a city in the middle of
nowhere with shiny cladding and a 40-m-high
flare tower.”
In fact Suljicic admits to have felt a bit like
a boy in a toyshop during his six-month stay in
Australia, being able to apply the latest insulation technologies as the country continues to
rapidly build up modern energy infrastructure,
much of it in the LNG sector.
“It’s really nice to be able to take part in
developing new systems to get gas from new
fields in ways that have never been developed
in Europe. It’s amazing to be in meetings with
clients telling them about new cladding and insulation materials, and helping them choose
better materials and soon after seeing these
large projects get the go-ahead. You get a feeling that you are part of something new there.”

As motivating for Suljicic has been the
chance to give clients new options to improve
their productivity. “It’s very intensive but never
boring working there. From the first day I was
able to show the client thermal calculations that
provided new possibilities to allow them to
start operating the site sooner.”
Showing workers on site how to install new
materials, such as Aerogel, on key parts of installations was one example, he says. “It was
great to see the learning curve of colleagues as
they learned on the task. They made a really
good job of it.”
A key part of Suljicic’s secondment was to
pass on the latest technology and application
processes regarding pre-insulation to his colleagues based in KAEFER Australia’s Perth offices. The ongoing opportunities for KAEFER to
win new pre-insulation work in the LNG sector
are vast, both in Australia and beyond, he says.

“The market is huge worldwide
and it is growing as more LNG
import terminals are built.”
Back in Bremen, Suljicic is already involved
with colleagues from across KAEFER on
pre-insulation work for the €950-million
Swinoujscie terminal, currently under construction. The LNG terminal project on Poland’s
Baltic coast, led by Saipem SpA, will be able to
offload up to 5 billion m³ of gas per year from
Qatar when it begins operating in 2014.
The KAEFER project team for the plant is
truly international. The project manager is from
KAEFER Spain and the project is supported by
KAEFER’s Corporate Competence Center Liquid
Gases (CCCL) in Germany – and part of the
pre-insulation work will be carried out by
KAEFER Australia, which as Suljicic knows full
well, is blazing an innovation trail.
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Lighter, faster and almost ready for market
TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH ACOUSTICS
DEPARTMENT Fire, heat and acoustic insulation
systems used around engine rooms, public areas
and other working areas of ships are important
in keeping modern vessels safe and comfortable.
But they can also be heavy and bulky.
Where weight and space is at a premium,
in the luxury yacht market for instance, there is
a need for light, low-bulk systems that offer
acoustic and heat insulation together with fire
protection. KAEFER’s Corporate Technology &
Research Acoustics department in Bremen has
completed an R&D project to re-engineer these
systems to improve their performances, saving
weight and space, giving ship designers options
to create roomier, lighter vessels.
The non-load bearing prefabricated system
the team has developed is about 20% lighter, can
comply with the fire protection requirement
A60 and is faster to install than conventional
systems. The system has not yet undergone the
lengthy and costly certification process and is
not market ready, so further development will

depend to an extent on customer demand.
But the project has yielded insights into
acoustic insulation that KAEFER is in the
process of applying in other sectors. During the
research, the team learned a lot about lowfrequency insulation, about resonance and how
to predict acoustic insulation. The research
team also gained new insights into the relationship between stiffness, composites and sound
resonance, in particular the fact that mass and
stiffness can enhance protection against low
frequency noise, something that the composite
system the KAEFER team developed can achieve.
KAEFER is now applying these insights to
meet demand in the growing market for transformer sound hoods in the energy-generating
sector, a market which KAEFER already serves.
Higher performing sound hoods should be in
demand in Germany in particular, due to its
rapid expansion of the renewable energy sector,
in which there is an increased need for wall
systems offering high-performance, lowfrequency acoustic insulation.

Too cold to handle
INSULATING IN KAOHSIUNG KAEFER Taiwan
recently began work cryogenic-insulating LNG
pipelines in Taiwan for the CPC Corporation
Taiwan. CPC (Chinese Petroleum Corporation)
is the sole medium- and long-term supplier of
natural gas in the Taiwanese domestic market.
Around 30 highly skilled workers are insulating the pipes, work that should be completed
by early 2013.
The project is to insulate 620 metres of
LNG pipeline and fittings in Kaohsiung, a harbour city in southern Taiwan. CPC imports gas
mainly from Qatar and Australia, which arrives
by ship in the harbour. The gas is pressurised
in the ships and then transported through the
LNG pipelines to CPC’s LNG receiving terminal at the harbour.
“An outside observer watching our team
working would not notice the dangers they are
exposed to,” says a cost estimation and procurement manager. In normal insulation work,
machines are shut down. But the insulation of
LNG pipelines is done while they are fully operational. Because the pressurised gas is
highly flammable, even the smallest leak can
cause an explosion. For this reason, the
KAEFER insulation team carry gas particle
detectors with them at all times.
Complicating the process is that the old
insulation must first be removed, says the

Taiwan’s first liquefied natural gas (LNG) receiving terminal, at Yongan Township in Kaohsiung County

manager: “The team must work very quickly
to prevent moisture forming by applying an
anti-freezing agent, quickly followed by installation of a PIR (polyisocyanurate) insulation
material.” The PIR is covered by a vapour barrier, made up of aluminium foil, mylar and PE
film. Stainless-steel metal cladding is also
used, along with PU foam (polyurethane) injected in-situ, poured through a hole punched
into the metal cladding.
“This is not our first contract like this so
our team is quite experienced,” says the

manager. Indeed, KAEFER Taiwan, which has
only been working in the country for five
years, is already growing fast and is the only
company in Taiwan capable of carrying out
LNG cold insulation. With the gas in the pipes
reaching -165 °C, such expertise on this
complex process is absolutely necessary.
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THE WHITE HEAT OF INNOVATION
FIREBOX RESEARCH Protecting flanges and valves in the event of fire is vital to safety in many industrial facilities.
Fireboxes are often the chosen means of doing this.

T

Stopping fire in its tracks

hey are used, for example, to protect equipment that transports hydrocarbons around
onshore and offshore facilities where there is a
risk they might produce a dangerous incident if
they are exposed to high temperature or explosions. Fireboxes help extend safety system
functionality and give personnel more time to
control the situation and/or evacuate the facility in the event of an accident. It also gives
hydrocarbon systems time to depressurise,
making them less vulnerable to failure.
KAEFER, an established leader in this field,
is always looking to improve the performance
quality and safety of its fireboxes. And it was
with this aim in mind that a KAEFER team
assembled from KAEFER WANNER (France),
Corporate Technology & Research – Fire
Protection (CTR-F)(Germany) and KAEFER
Servicios Industriales SA (Spain) have been
working to refine and improve KAEFER’s
firebox technology. The ultimate aim was to
meet the requirement of standard UL 1709,

which requires the interior temperature of the
firebox not to exceed 427°C after four hours in
a furnace at a temperature of up to 1,100°C.
Other aims included minimising the physical
dimensions of insulating materials, construction as far as possible with eco-friendly products and the ability of the system to be able to
withstand a very fast initial rise in exterior temperature to 1,100°C within five minutes.
KAEFER WANNER managed the development, supported by calculations and construction from CTR-F in Bremen. The boxes were
prefabricated in Lyon together with KAEFER
Servicios Industriales SA, with the fire test carried out in a test lab near Bilbao.
The solution they arrived at was a design
that included a water-repellent microporous
insulation material, made of bio-soluble
ceramic fibres and other special fire protection
material. They also used intumescent material,
which expands when heated so it seals joints
and mounting gaps under fire conditions.

now the testing standard for Repsol. “The new
system is safer and requires fewer people to
install, increasing on-site security and reducing
costs for our customers,” says KAEFER’s passive
fire protection expert.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to come of
the project is the further development of
KAEFER’s relationship with Repsol. The KAEFER
passive fire protection expert explains that his
highly skilled team has become something of “an
external advisor in fireproofing” for Repsol,
which highlights the “great confidence” they
have in us.”

Repsol refinery in Cartagena, southeast Spain

Setting the standards
Fireproofing Repsol Refinery The 2012
expansion of the Repsol refinery in Cartagena,
southeast Spain, is the largest industrial investment ever made in the country. Over €3 billion
has been pumped into the project, making it one
of the most modern and efficient refineries in
Europe.
In December 2008, KAEFER decided to participate at the bid for structural fireproofing and
the fireproofing of cable trays. Not only did the
newly designed cable trays pass the Repsol
tests, but with no European testing standard in
place, KAEFER also developed its own, which is
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Coming in from the cold
SEALING TECHNOLOGY BREAKTHROUGH In recent years, KAEFER has
helped construct two different Antarctic research stations. Now, the work
invested in the German Neumayer III station and India’s new Bharati
station is set to benefit the company’s customers in a more everyday
environment. Together with the Dutch company STOPAQ B.V., KAEFER
has developed a new form of sealing technology for the roof panels of
these polar research facilities.
This successful cooperation led to a research joint venture between
KAEFER and STOPAQ to develop an innovative solution for a joint sealer
tape in cryogenic insulation systems. Based on Polyisobuten, the system
offers high mechanical and environmental resistance, even under

cryogenic stresses. The research is coordinated at KAEFER’s new Surface
Protection department, founded in March 2012 and headed by Thomas
Rehberg. “Our aim is to expand the company’s activities within surface
protection,” Rehberg says. “A strong focus for the company is thermal
insulation on steel substrates; these systems always require surface
protection. Around 20% of our companies are already offering solutions in
the field of surface protection. By increasing this share throughout the
business, KAEFER will be able to offer a more complete insulation service,
boosting KAEFER’s share of the work on a project and providing a higher
quality of service to our customers.”

Quality and environmental innovations
TSA SURFACE PROTECTION For the past 13
years, KAEFER Thermal in South Africa has
been committed to providing innovative solutions that improve performance at the
SAPREF Oil Refinery, located in Durban. This
dedication to continually reduce costs, improve quality and provide new concepts for
longer product lifecycles has had some major
achievements, with the most recent being the
introduction of Thermal Spray Aluminium
(TSA).
TSA is a cost-effective surface solution
for protecting new components or restoring
worn components and can be applied via
flame or arc spray methods. KAEFER Thermal

has drawn on the experience of their KAEFER
colleagues in Europe and the Middle East and
has so far protected well over 5,000 metres
of piping since last year. “TSA is extremely
durable and provides long-term protection for
up to three times longer than conventional
paint,” said the site contract manager.
To remain at the forefront of technology,
KAEFER Thermal has recently acquired a grit
blasting floor unit, ideal for blasting of tank
floors and roofs. Not only is this surface cleaning method environmentally friendly but it
also brings significant cost and time savings
from less manual labour and reduced waste
disposal.

Applying TSA
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QUALITY COMMITMENT GENERATES
NUCLEAR SUCCESS
NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION IN FRANCE Over the last 30 years KAEFER WANNER has built strong relationships in the international nuclear sector,
and in particular in France with its client AREVA NP. During this time it has been a proud partner in the construction programmes to build NPP
900, 1,300 and 1,450 MW nuclear power plants.

T

his relationship continues to flourish after
AREVA NP awarded KAEFER WANNER the
project to provide the insulation for the
primary circuits for the first three EPRs
(third-generation pressurised water reactors) in
Finland, France and China. The value of each
project ranges from €3-6 million and requires
KAEFER to install 2,500 m2 of removable insulation and scaffolding for the steam generators,
pressurisers, pumps and primary piping. The
work on each EPR will require a total of 50,000
hours to complete.

2,500 m2
of removable insulation
50,000 hours to complete
Safety and quality in the finished product
are paramount in the nuclear sector and key to
KAEFER WANNER’s success in these projects is
its ability to meet its clients’ exacting quality
requirements. To meet these high standards,
KAEFER WANNER has developed and implemented specific solutions in each project phase.

For example, high-tech tools are giving
KAEFER WANNER the edge it needs to meet the
required safety standards during the design
phase. These tools include the use of CAD software, large-scale thermal testing, as well as
mechanical and thermal simulations. During the
manufacturing phase, KAEFER WANNER uses
production tools that ensure consistently reproducible levels of quality in the final product,
including laser cutting machines, qualified welding processes and a test assembly.
In the installation and implementation
phase KAEFER WANNER ensures that the installed insulation complies with required standards, culminating in the testing of performance
under real conditions.
Alain Dehame, Technical Director at
KAEFER WANNER, said that in addition to
these tools and processes, ongoing monitoring
during each project was vital to ensure quality
levels were attained. “It is mandatory to
measure in real time the results of each project
for each step in order to ensure that the final
product will meet each and every customer
requirement.”
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All-women team in action
LE HAVRE’S CRACKER SHUTDOWN KAEFER
WANNER took on one of its biggest ever shutdown projects in a major six-month job for client
TOTAL Petrochemical involving 250 KAEFER
people and 400,000 man hours.
During the steam cracker shutdown in Le
Havre, KAEFER WANNER carried out extensive
cold and hot insulation work, and provided 1,800
tonnes of scaffolding. “It was one of the biggest
shutdowns for a decade and one of the biggest
challenges we’ve had because of the volume of
work,” said Regional Director Pierre Lenormand.
“Cold insulation is far more complex than classical hot insulation. We had to dismantle all the
old and fix new insulation, all within three
months.”
KAEFER colleagues from Poland and
Lithuania contributed their expertise, including
an all-women team of 12 – a rarity in the
male-dominated industry – dedicated to finishing work and polishing insulation surfaces so
that they became like glass. “This was a very
important stage of the job in terms of quality
and image and they were congratulated by the
customer for their excellent work. They were
superwomen on site,” said Lenormand.

New workshop enhances
KAEFER’s competitive
advantage
INVESTMENTS IN ALGERIA KAEFER has
opened a brand-new, fully equipped,
1,000-square-metre workshop in Ben M’Hedi,
Algeria, which will further enhance KAEFER’s
unique competitive advantage in the country.
The workshop was opened primarily to centralise the prefabrication of sheet metal and cold
insulation polyisocyanurate (PIR) material in
Algeria. Half- and fully automated machines for
sheet metal cutting (including a MABI 3000E)
and for PIR cutting are now operating in order
to enhance productivity and guarantee top
quality. The workshop is capable of processing
up to 150,000 square metres of sheet metal and
20,000 cubic metres of PIR per year.
The new workshop also offers local
KAEFER teams other supply chain and productivity improvements, including investment in
high-end numerical control machine tools; supply request forms; and container transportation. Local employees have been trained to use
these high-end production processes, improving local expertise, quality and know-how.

€2-million port contract is
just the beginning
NORTH AFRICAN MARKETS Keen to meet
emerging customer needs in North Africa, KAEFER
opened a new subsidiary in Morocco during 2012,
which has already won its first contracts on a
fertiliser project at the OCP-Jorf Lasfar port for
clients Tekfen and INTECSA.
The deal to provide scaffolding and thermal
insulation is worth about €2 million. The scaffolding works will last about a year and a half and the
insulation more than six months, while the two
projects will employ about 100 people. Under the
leadership of KAEFER Servicios Industriales SA
(Spain), KAEFER Morocco will compete in a number of other industrial sectors that have growing
demand for insulation, scaffolding and surface
protection services. A key sector will be in renewable energy generation, notably solar power projects, for which Morocco has ambitious build-out
strategies. MASEN (the Moroccan Agency for
Solar Energy) plans to invest €9 billion by 2020
in order to install 2,000 MW of capacity of solar
energy in the country. KAEFER Spain will provide
expertise and know-how to help develop the business in the region, with various KAEFER colleagues throughout the Mediterranean region
providing complementary support to colleagues
at KAEFER Morocco, in particular from Algeria.

SHORT NEWS
Intumescent fireproofing proves its quality
DOOSAN POWER PLANT KAEFER Saudi Arabia is delivering extensive fireproofing work for
its client Saudi Electricity Co. at its Doosan power plant 150 kilometres northwest of Jeddah.
It is applying intumescent fireproofing (a material that swells with heat) to 31,500 square
metres of structural steel for the plant’s boiler and turbine buildings. Intumescent material
is better than conventional fireproofing at protecting steel from corrosion and from potentially catastrophic structural failure in case of fire.

Generating power for Algeria
TEAM WORK FOR ELECTRICITY KAEFER experts from France, Algeria and Spain are helping Algeria transform its electricity generation capability on a 1,200-MW combined-cycle
power plant, which will increase Algeria’s generation capacity by about 18%.
Up to 200 KAEFER employees are working on a €4-million contract that provides engineering, project management, procurement, insulation and scaffolding for the boilers,
piping and machine rooms during the 18-month contract at Koudiet in eastern Algeria.
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CLEANER, QUIETER
POWER GENERATION
HAMM’S ACCOUSTIC BARRIERS At a power plant in Hamm, Germany,
RWE is building two modern, highly efficient, coal-fired generators.

T

he company tasked KAEFER’s sound insulation experts from Delmenhorst with creating massive acoustic barriers for the plant’s
cooling towers. The new 1,600 MW generators
require 20% less coal than the units they replace,
and they will make it one of the most modern
coal-fired power plants in the world. They will
produce 2.5 million fewer tonnes of CO2 a year
released into the atmosphere compared to the
older systems.
To ensure workers on site and people in the
surrounding area are not disturbed by noise
from the cooling tower, KAEFER’s part in the
€2-billion project included the design, engineering and installation of the acoustic noise barriers, the largest such structures KAEFER’s
acoustic specialists in Germany have ever been
asked to create.

Each of the two circular acoustic walls is
470 metres long and 16.9 metres high, and
cover a total area of 15,600 square metres.
KAEFER’s sound insulation experts also supplied and installed soundproof doors and gates.
Limited storage space, a build with 8,000 parts
of varying sizes, and the need to co-ordinate
work with many other sub-contractors working
on the site at the same time made it a challenging task. The added logistical challenge of organising the movement of all material so that
they were in place when needed, using just-intime delivery, gave the KAEFER teams on site a
chance to prove their skill at managing complex
and time-sensitive projects.
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Harsh climate can’t stop
JERP Saudi success
WORLD’S LARGEST REFINERY In the Saudi
desert, up to 45,000 people have been labouring around the clock to build the Jubail Export
Refinery Project (JERP), the world’s largest refinery. KAEFER Saudi Arabia is a significant
partner in the project, responsible for insulation, scaffolding and painting work on eight
project packages. The demands of working on
the vast, complex and busy project (owned by
the SATORP joint venture between oil giants
Saudi Aramco and Total) about 100 km north
of Dammam on the Arabian Gulf Coast are
extensive.
The refinery, which is due to begin operating in 2013, will be able to process 400,000
barrels a day of heavy crude oil. KAEFER has
already completed its €6.7-million project on
the first package to be commissioned at JERP.
It has also completed insulation work for on six
Coker Drums.
Unpredictable weather, a busy site with
many other contractors, work at height and
deep excavation work are all hazards, said
KAEFER Saudi Arabia’s executive secretary to
the director. Clearly, the harsh climate is an
issue and with safety in mind, workers on
occasion need to stop because of high temperatures, which means a loss of man hours.
“The challenge,” explains the executive secretary, “is to improve productivity, and keep to
the required pace and quality of delivery without compromising safety.”
Proof of this uncompromising safety first
approach is KAEFER Saudi Arabia record of no
incidents for the past three years.

Single point contact lifts common quality
SIEMENS FITNESS PROGRAMME In March
2012 KAEFER signed a worldwide frame agreement for the Siemens Fitness programme to
supply piping insulation material and services
for new gas-fired power plant projects wherever the client needs them for new projects
globally.
Uniquely, a single KAEFER team is in
charge of all projects with local KAEFER units
working as local sub-contractors where
required for the client. KAEFER has so far

delivered materials to three projects under the
agreement in Russia, Singapore and Abu Dhabi,
and completed its first installation project near
Cologne in Germany, worth €1.5 million, supplying thermal insulation including modern
microporous insulating materials.
Having a single point of customer contact
for the client helps ensure common quality and
safety standards, offers economies of scale and
enables KAEFER teams to transfer learning
from project to project.

SHORT NEWS
Common information drives customer service
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
New customer relationship management
(CRM) tools now in use in Germany,
Denmark and Austria are enabling KAEFER
to serve customers more coherently and
consistently. With this common information
platform, KAEFER sales teams, which had
previously been organised regionally, can

now better understand and serve customers
along national and international lines.
The system will also enable them to
create comprehensive digital folders to hand
over to project managers following a
contract win. Currently there are 70 KAEFER
users actively working with CRM day-to-day.

Impressive work wins contract
BIODIESEL IN MAGDEBURG So happy were
KAEFER Montage GmbH’s partners with the
work of the company at the Magdeburg
Bio-Ölwerk that it helped to win a five-year
contract there.
The site in Magdeburg is one of the
largest vegetable oil-producing plants in
Germany, with 12 per cent of all German
rapeseed oil processed there. Since 2000,

around €150 million have been spent on the
erection of modern facilities. Impressively,
KAEFER completed its whole project accident free.
KAEFER was subsequently offered
space for rental in the plant’s new administration centre, which the company will take
up from April 2013.
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Europe’s largest refinery
SETTING BENCHMARKS FOR QUALITY Managing two ten-hour shifts and 350 people, working a combined 800,000 man hours
With an approximate area of
190 hectares, the Cartagena Refinery
has an annual production capacity
of 5.5 million tonnes of oil products.

O

perating in all areas of Europe’s largest refinery, working with innovative materials and doing so for 20 hours each day was the task
facing KAEFER Servicios Industriales, Spain, during its two-year project
as part of Repsol’s €3.3 billion Cartagena refinery expansion project.
KAEFER’s responsibilities were mostly for two clients – Repsol and
engineering company Tecnicas Reunidas – comprised insulation, fire protection, scaffolding and painting work on head units, a hydrocracker, a
coker, atmospheric distillation units, as well as on vacuum and hydrogen
desulfurization plants.
The contract, part of the project to double the refinery’s capacity to
220,000 barrels a day, included delivery guarantees from KAEFER. The
project manager responsible explained, “We guaranteed on-time finishing

and also the quality of the work. It was a real vote of confidence in us that
during this project we even took over additional work as we were able to
deliver on time.”
Managing two ten-hour shifts and 350 people, working a combined
800,000 man hours, posed tough challenges, he added. “Managing so
many workers over two shifts in all areas and working with diverse materials was a big challenge, but we had a very good team of supervisors.”
The KAEFER teams also had to master working with KAEFER RT™,
an innovative cable fire protection material, the first time the ceramic wool
protected by weather-proof foil had been used in Spain. Further good
news is that the completion of the work safely, to a high quality may lead
to other contracts around the globe.
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Starting to paint in Spain
SPAIN’S COMPLETE INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
Spain’s KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A. (former KAEFER Aislamientos S.A.) started as an
insulation company in 1969 and is today the
country’s top industrial non electro-mechanical
services firm. Five years ago, it branched into
scaffolding and rose to the top five in that
market. In 2010, it acquired an industrial painting company in Tarragona and entered the
surface protection industry. “Our challenge is
to become the leader in that market too,” says

Christian Martin, Managing Director of KAEFER
in Spain.
The acquisition of the painting company
provided KAEFER with 70% of the market for
surface protection maintenance projects in the
Catalonian region.
“We are now able to take on big projects
in every activity as a stand-alone contract and
also offer clients complete maintenance services that improve and simplify their project
management,” says Martin.

SHORT NEWS
Complex challenges in
the Dominican Republic
Anti-corrosive painting for
industrial storage tanks

World’s largest power
station
SUPPLYING ESKOM SCAFFOLDING To build
the world’s largest coal-fired, dry-cooled power
station requires extensive and complex scaffolding. At South Africa’s Eskom site, KAEFER
Energy Projects (KEP) has been supplying scaffolding for the boiler and turbine construction
of four of six giant units totalling 4,788 MW of
installed capacity. KEP has handed over 11,736
scaffold units and dismantled 9,213 to date.
The work at the new Medupi coal-fired power
station in Limpopo Province has scaled up rapidly since it started with 10 people in 2010 to a
2012 level of more than 500 employees on site.
Project safety remains the paramount concern,
and the KEP team completed 500,000 man
hours without a Lost Time Injury (LTI). “This is
the biggest scaffold project KAEFER in South
Africa has undertaken and certainly the most
dangerous, with scaffolds as high as 107 metres,” said KEP’s Operations Manager. “It is crucial for us to train and prepare our crews to work
carefully as well as to emphasise a zero tolerance
policy when it comes to safety violations.”

Heat tracing at the extremes
KAEFER SOUYET BRANCHES OUT KAEFER
SOUYET’s expertise in heat tracing to control
pipeline temperatures is making a range of industrial processes more efficient and saving
clients money.
Based in Chile, the company engineers,
plans, procures, supplies, installs, tests, commissions and trains operators in heat tracing
projects – even in extreme environments, says
Vittorio Molin, General Manager of KAEFER
SOUYET. “We have already performed highly
successful projects under very low temperatures, such as the Los Bronces project for our
customer Techint, over the cold waters of the
Pacific Ocean at Jetty San Vicente for customer ENAP. And as high as 4,500 meters above
sea level for our customer Bechtel in Peru.”
KAEFER SOUYET has branched out into
the passive fire protection market in Chile and
is working with KAEFER KOSTEC in Peru supplying heat tracing services in mining projects.

INSULATION AND SCAFFOLDING After
beginning work in the area for the first
time last year, Peru’s KAEFER KOSTEC
recently completed two complex projects
in the Dominican Republic. The company
provided insulation for equipment and
pipes, and also supplied and erected
scaffolding at mining sites for international customers like Fluor and Hatch.
Limitations in the local infrastructure
meant the vast majority of manpower
came from KAEFER KOSTEC in Peru, with
further support from KAEFER in Mexico.
In addition, all the materials, including
pipe sections made by KAEFER KOSTEC,
were shipped in, mostly from Peru.

Local advantage in Peru
PRODUCTION OF PIPE SECTIONS “There
is a growing demand for quality, availability and flexibility in mineral wool and
glass wool pipe sections in Peru, as well
as other countries in the region,” says
Director South America, Pedro Vazquez.
“This is where we can offer a unique service.” A lack of mineral wool factories in
Peru means that Peru’s KAEFER KOSTEC
is the only company to locally produce
high-quality products in this sector.
Otherwise, pipe sections have to be imported, resulting in longer delivery times
and decreased flexibility for customers.
“Because we can produce high volumes
and any size of pipe section, customers
have what they need when they need it,”
Vazquez says.
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QUALITY AND SAFETY
ARE THE WINNERS
BASF IN THE NETHERLANDS & BELGIUM

A

fter an absence of three years, BASF
re-appointed KAEFER België N.V. as its
maintenance contractor for scaffolding at BASF
Antwerp, Europe’s biggest chemical plant.
Around 50 staff will work on the three-year
contract. A significant aspect of KAEFER’s
contract win is its exemplary safety record: by
June 2012, it had completed 2.5 million man
hours in Belgium and the Netherlands without
lost-time incidents.

“Quality is like a tool which
works always when you need it.
If BASF wants a certain service,
they get it in time, as requested
and with the right attitude.”

Safety is also a marker of quality, says the
project manager. “Quality is like a tool which
works always when you need it. If BASF wants
a certain service, they get it in time, as requested and with the right attitude.”
He noted three main factors in ensuring a
quality service: “The requested scaffold must be
100% safe and adapted to the user. The invoices
must be clear and in accordance with the agreed
contract. Finally, our guys must be trained to be
very knowledgeable, polite and helpful towards
the client – independently of how difficult and
urgent some jobs may be.”

Hidden features bring comfort
STACHUS SHOPPING PARADISE In 2012, the
Munich public transport system, MVV, celebrated 40 years of the city’s underground railway
(U-Bahn). Back in 1972, the U-Bahn was inaugurated, just in time for the million of visitors who
were heading to the city for the 1972 Munich
Olympic Games. Four decades later, KAEFER
was heavily involved in the renovation of one
of the city’s central underground station areas.
What was once a pretty dreary city-centre
underground and suburban train station,
Karlsplatz Stachus is now a hub of activity,
thanks to the introduction of new shops, cafes
and restaurants. KAEFER played a key role in the
project’s success between 2008 and 2012.
During the basic construction phase,
KAEFER mounted and installed 22 large airconditioning systems, more than 14,000 m2 of
ducting work, about 9,000 m2 of fire protection
material and around 200 fire dampers. The project manager points out that though the work
was not – by necessity – particularly technical,
working in a train station, for such a long period,
with an incredible amount of material provided
its own challenges.

Air condition channel
with a height of 2.1 metres
and width of 4.3 metres

Now called Stachus Passagen, this station
is a paradise for shoppers. A short elevator ride
down opens up passers-by to the Dean & David
organic salad bar, hairdressers, fashion shops,
bakeries, Fair Trade shop and even a Bayern
Munich football club shop.
Just below this level, train passengers
hurry to their connections, unaware of how the

air conditioning systems installed by KAEFER
are making their day (and night) much more
comfortable.
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Teamwork makes
the difference

Quiet transformations
SOUNDS LIKE AUSTRIA KAEFER Isoliertechnik
Ges.m.b.H’s soundproofing technology formed
a major part of a recent retrofit for leading commercial vehicle producer MAN Truck & Bus in
Austria. The truck maker expanded its engine
testing facility by adding four new test beds to
historic factory buildings in Steyr, posing installation challenges for KAEFER.
Wall lining fitted with perforated trays and
mineral wool was specified for the front of the
entire installation level materials, which required
a specially adapted suspension system. Soundproof ceiling tiles, doors and windows were also
installed in all test stands, in a combined area of
about 2,400 m².
KAEFER also recently created two noisereduction systems for a large transformer
for WIENENERGIE’s north Vienna Wienstrom

Strebersdorf substation. The systems, including
ventilation and silencers, had to fit inside an
area of 250 m² and achieve sound reduction of
29 dB at 100 Hertz.
KAEFER’s Austrian acoustics department
has also been active in Portugal where it has
supplied a noise-reduction system for a large
substation transformer near Lisbon for power
company REN. KAEFER developed the acoustic
design of the silencers and also engineered and
manufactured the enclosure, including the panel
design, steel structure, and ventilation system.
With the new test beds in Steyr, and the
noise-reduction systems in Vienna and Portugal,
KAEFER Austria has shown once again that it is
the go-to company for the highest-quality
soundproofing solutions.

Rejoining the nuclear fold
CANADA’S NUCLEAR RETURN With the success of INSCAN joining the KAEFER family,
INSCAN KAEFER has another reason to celebrate, as the company is now returning to the
nuclear market in Canada.
INSCAN was at the forefront of Canada’s
nuclear industry between 1980 and 1992, completing major projects in Ontario, Canada, at
Bruce Power and Darlington NPP, before slowly
drifting from that market. It was, says KAEFER
Canada CEO Arnaud Lejemble, until current
president of the company, Tom Kelly, “started a
strategy to re-enter the market”. The result is
that since 2009, INSCAN has been “recognized
as a junior partner by some of the major nuclear maintenance contractors, successfully

completing various projects at Ontario Power
Generation NPP at Pickering and Darlington.”
The company has the specific experience
and the professional competency, Lejemble
says, “which are necessary requirements to
compete for projects that demand high levels
of technical capability, such as concrete protection coatings, asbestos abatement and insulation blankets.”
With more nuclear contracts in the offing
for the coming years, and backed by KAEFER
know-how, INSCAN KAEFER is set for continued success.

FINLAND’S OLKILUOTO 3 The quality of its
workforce is central to the success KAEFER has
attained in its varied work across the nuclear
power industry, exemplified at Finland’s
Olkiluoto 3 (OL3) plant, where the company
has been awarded insulation contracts. “To produce visible, high-quality products, we need
skilful sheet metal workers and insulators,” explains an OL3 project manager. The smooth

“Without the good cooperation
of the whole team,
projects would tend to waste
energy on unnecessary issues.”
functioning of the OL3 team is underpinned by
a diverse set of individuals, who between them
have a wealth of experience in a range of industries. Moreover, they represent a highly skilled
group, which can draw on a vast KAEFER knowledge base.
In addition, KAEFER workers on the
Olkiluoto 3 project are extremely proud of the
multinational co-operation that they see in
practise in the day-to-day running of the plant’s
operations – indeed, the OL3 project has
brought together representatives from KAEFER
Germany, France and Finland, all of whom have
each brought a different perspective to the project. The OL3 project manager believes that
being able to meet international colleagues in
person and having the chance to “put a face to
the voice” has been invaluable in ensuring a
smooth running project.
The aim for 2013 is to have all projects
running at full speed, with the multinational
team maintaining its familiar very high quality
of service.

SHORT NEWS
Expanding one of Europe’s leading airports

A faster, safer turnaround

VIENNA’S TERMINAL 3 KAEFER Isoliertechnik Ges.m.b.H helped deliver
a showcase project in Austria. The Skylink expansion of Terminal 3 at
Vienna Airport ensures its role as key regional hub for eastern and
central Europe.
KAEFER installed hot and cold insulation in its €1 million project
at the new terminal, which at 150,000 m2 will be bigger than the
airport’s other two terminals combined. KAEFER’s staff had to contend
with full airside security clearance procedures and delays in the overall project but managed to complete it on time and on budget.

TOTAL ANTWERP KAEFER België N.V.’s excellent safety record and its
expertise in cold insulation were key reasons why Total Antwerp chose
it to carry out insulation and scaffolding work during the turnaround
of its NC3 plant in Antwerp.
KAEFER’s turnaround experience played an important part in
early completion, said the project manager, while KAEFER was also
awarded a safety award. “We worked closely with Total to shorten the
duration of the turnaround, which meant they could start their plant
sooner and saved money thanks to our punctual collaboration.”
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SHORT NEWS
Northern Highlights
CONFIDENCE IN SWEDEN KAEFER Isoleringsteknik AB in Sweden has won its first
major maintenance order in the country,
in a three-year agreement with chemical
firm Borealis. The €1.5-million deal includes an option to extend for a further
two years.
The contract to maintain insulation
and cladding at the Borealis chemical
plant will involve 75,000 man hours and
is following KAEFER’s success in winning
an initial €7-million-insulation project
with Borealis back in 2007. Clearly, this
is a vote of confidence from Borealis, says
the KAEFER Isoleringsteknik Managing
Director, Eddy Ström.

Tapping Canada’s new
natural gas Klondike
GAS IN CANADA A gold-rush style bid to
tap new gas resources is underway in
western Canada with the help of ALBRICO
KAEFER Group Ltd. It is providing insulation, cladding and glycol tracing at the
first phase of the remote EnCana Cabin
Gas plant in northern British Columbia’s
Horn River region. KAEFER’s 100 staff is
working closely with Ledcor Industrial
Projects on the job, contending with temperature extremes from 35°C in summer
to -40°C or lower in winter.

R&D ensures excellence in the LNG market
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE At KAEFER
Australia, its technicians are exploring how new
materials, chemicals and fabrication methods
can improve quality, price and reduce project
completion times; and delivering very positive
results for clients as a result.
The department’s current research and
development includes techniques to pour rather than spray pre-insulation foam onto pipes to
cut wastage; to produce potentially superior
finishes, such as glass-reinforced plastic rather
than epoxy; and to assess the potential for new
materials, such as Aerogel.
A significant recent breakthrough developed was a process to streamline the installation of insulation on complex piping sections,
something that is already speeding insulation
installation times at client fabrication yards for
the Gorgon LNG Project. In addition, they have
also developed a process to streamline the
insulation of elbows and t-joints by using a
milling machine to create a precise template, so
the insulation sections can be pre-cut and sent
on-site as a unit.
Producing these sections in a flat form,
under controlled conditions, leads to better
quality work and faster installation, explains a
specialist of the Competency Centre. “We can
computer-generate a pattern for the machine
to make a perfect elbow or t-piece in two
pieces. It means that on site those pieces

always fit. We used to do this by hand in
multiple pieces, up to ten for an elbow, and
it’s fantastically difficult. With the new system
you end up with massive productivity improvements.”

Pre-cut elbow and t-joint sections
for easy and fast installation

LNG ready for delivery
GLOBAL LNG SUCCESS In 2014, the first ships
will dock at Barrow Island, off Western Australia’s
northwest coast, loading LNG from the massive
Gorgon project for delivery to customers all over
the world. KAEFER Australia’s part in this vast
project is to provide pre-insulation for the loadout and jetty lines.
Since late 2011, its teams have been working in clients’ fabrication yards around Asia. In
China, KAEFER is completing 4,200 metres of
load-out lines for client COOEC; on Batam Island
it is working at PT McDermott yards to complete
1,300 metres of cryogenic pipe racks; and in
Lumut, Malaysia, it is working at the Kencana

fabrication facility on 8,150 metres of jetty
lines, including pre-assembled racks and units.
Completing pre-assembly work in this way
rather than on site is better, explains one of the
managers on the project: “Getting these built
in a modular form overseas is significantly
cheaper.” More importantly, pipes get insulated
under factory rather than site conditions, he
adds. “The quality we can achieve is fantastic
because the work is done as a production process, which means the machines can run for
longer periods of time and the work can be
finished 40% quicker. You end up with a highquality, fast job, which is what everyone wants.”
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SCAFFOLDING ADDS
TO REPUTATION IN ABU DHABI
SHAH GAS DEVELOPMENT KAEFER Abu Dhabi has come a long way in a very short time in developing the scaffolding services it offers to the
Middle East’s massive oil and gas sector, adding a key new competence to its services in the region.

More than 400 certified scaffolders installed around 10,400 tonnes of suspended
scaffolding

I

n October 2011, KAEFER Abu Dhabi won a
massive scaffolding contract to provide fourlevel suspended scaffolding on an 11-kilometre
pipe rack at the Shah Gas Development project
for client Samsung Engineering and Construction, and the main contractor, Al Hosn Gas.
KAEFER completed the 215,000 square
metres of scaffolding on time with no compromise on quality and safety. The greatest challenge was mobilising skilled and certified manpower, which amounted to 437 scaffolders as
well as material of around 10,400 tonnes of
scaffolding, says Sanjay Kumar, Managing
Director of KAEFER Abu Dhabi. Now, the company will be able to build on the success of such
a large project. “Being established and successful in scaffolding, we can now add to our

long-standing reputation in the insulation and
surface protection business in the Middle East.”
The success of the project, explains Kumar,
bodes well for the future. “We did a good job
for the client and they are so happy with it they
tell others to look at how we work. We have
become the role model, which is a good complement from them. We certainly have a good
reputation in the market and a good name in
scaffolding now.”
The trend towards clients offering single
package contracts that include painting, insulation and scaffolding means KAFER Abu Dhabi is
more likely to win work there in the future, adds
a delighted Kumar.
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Success started with beer

Growth in oil and gas sector opens up opportunities

INSULATION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC KAEFER
Izolační Technika, in the Czech Republic, recently insulated 14 beer fermentation tanks for the
food equipment supplier ZVU Potez. It was a job
close to the heart of Walter Möhl, KAEFER
Czech’s MD, whose father was a beer brewer.
Möhl pioneered KAEFER’s business in the
Czech Republic after the iron curtain fell. “Czech
breweries had a huge need for new technology,
and breweries are a goldmine for insulators,” he
says. Fermentation tanks are up to 22-metres
high and six metres in diameter, so there is a lot
to insulate.
KAEFER’s first Czech contract was with the
famous Pilsen Urquell Brewery in 1991. Essential
to insulation is the technology and KAEFER’s
high standards meant it soon won many other
contracts. “We can proudly say that we have
insulated about 90% of Czech beer tanks
since 1997,” says Möhl.
KAEFER’s focus is the growing construction industry, but it remains loyal to the brewery
business. “It’s a small market but a real gem,”
says Möhl.

MALAYSIA AND BLACK SEA AREA They may
be located in vastly different corners of the
world, but industrial developments in Romania
and Malaysia are opening up significant market
opportunities for KAEFER. With recently won
projects now underway, hopes are high in both
countries that further KAEFER contracts wins
will follow in 2013 and beyond.
Firstly, in Malaysia, where a growing economy, increased government stimulus, and large
oil and gas projects are helping the country
enjoy stable growth in 2012 and beyond.
Malaysia’s oil and gas sector growth is especially strong. KAEFER Malaysia this year began work on a €2 million thermal insulation and
scaffolding project at the Sabah Oil & Gas
Terminal (SOGT). KAEFER is well placed to be a
key supplier as the country develops Sabah
further as an oil and gas hub, said Marketing
Manager Mohd Tahir Jamhari of KAEFER
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. Other Malaysia highlights
include thermal insulation for the €3 million
Petronas Gas (GPP) Revamp & Rejuvenation
Project (PRR2) in Kerteh, Terengganu; the
Synthomer JOB2 Project in Pasir Gudang,
Johore; and a €4 million scaffolding contract at
the second phase of the Tokuyama Malaysia
Polycrystalline Project in Bintulu, Sarawak, the
largest standalone package so far for KAEFER
Malaysia.
KAEFER Malaysia has high expectations of
further contract wins in 2013, especially in the
petrochemical and LNG sectors, added Mohd
Tahir Jamhari.
Similarly, KAEFER Izolatii Tehnice in
Romania is building on its fledgling operations

in the country with key contract wins on major
oil and gas projects on the Black Sea, and it is
eyeing opportunities across several sectors in
the booming region, including in Bulgaria,
Hungary, Turkey and Serbia.

“To win this contract was crucial
not least because KAEFER
wants to be present in a market
with huge growth potential.”
The scope of its latest €1-million project
includes installing insulation, heat tracing and
fire protection for Rompetrol. The work brought
its challenges, including battling winter temperatures of minus 20 °C, sometimes in two
shifts and always under time pressure. The latest contract success is important for the company, says Managing Director Stelian Salcudean.
“To win this contract was crucial not least because KAEFER wants to be present in a market
with huge growth potential.”
KAEFER won the work against stiff competition from more established competitors, which
will make other large potential customers take
notice in Romania and the wider region, says
Salcudean. “The market, especially on the Black
Sea, is important from the Petrochemical, LNG
and Offshore aspect, but also for some huge gas
transport projects like Nabucco and Southstream,
both of which are planned to cross Romania.”

Safety & expertise combine
RASGAS PERLITE INSULATION When KAEFER
Qatar won a prestigious contract from RasGas,
a global leader in liquefied natural gas (LNG)
production, the challenges were high. The
job, to top up perlite insulation layers at six
140,000 m3 LNG storage tanks, is the most
hazardous top-up operation to have ever been
carried out in the Middle East so far.
Condensation had formed on the tanks,
which is a sign of damages in the insulation.
Perlite, a volcanic rock with high water content,
expands greatly when heated, but over time the
expanded insulation compresses. Topping it up
in an operating LNG tank is very risky.
Perlite is injected into the tank’s annular
space using pressurised nitrogen to limit oxygen
– if mixed with other flammable gases, it could

explode. When the nozzles are opened for the
top-up, high-pressure methane and nitrogen
gases with traces of perlite form clouds of gases around them. Proper risk-assessment, planning and safety precautions are integral to preventing accidents – indeed, for safety reasons,
KAEFER expands the perlite away from the
tanks and transports it using specially designed
tankers.
Showing why KAEFER was chosen for the
project, the first LNG tank was completed with
an excellent safety record. And underpinning
such safety success was fundamental knowledge of the work involved, with the project’s
site manager explaining: “We won the contract
due to sheer technical expertise.”
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BRAZIL
Official name:
Federative Republic of Brazil
The word Brazil comes from
the tree Brazilwood
Size: 8,514,877 km2,
largest country in South America and in the
Latin American region (5th largest country
in the world both by geographical area and
by population)
Population: 193 million people (2011)
Motto: “Ordem e Progresso”
(Order and Progress)
Official language: Portuguese
Internet TLD: .br
Calling code: +55
Famous for: The world’s best and most
famous coffee, the biggest rain forest
of the world, the Amazon River and soccer
KAEFER in Brazil

Company name: KAEFER ISOBRASIL
Established: 2010
Location: Contagem/Belo Horizonte (Headquarters), Macaé (close to Rio de Janeiro),
Vitória
Division/Area: Americas (AMS)
Fields of activity: Thermal and acoustic
insulation, refractory and surface protection
in different industries including refineries,
steel works and offshore platforms.

Harnessing Brazil’s hydrocarbon boom
GROWING IN BRAZIL The technological challenges are vast, but if Brazil’s Petrobras and a
few other oil companies can tap oil in vast ‘presalt’ formations deep underground they will
yield massive reserves for the country.
The infrastructure needed to store, process and transport the oil and its resulting products is extensive. KAEFER ISOBRASIL is well
placed to become a key partner in the oil industry, says Ary Fialho, KAEFER ISOBRASIL’s Managing Director. KAEFER had a four-month
contract beginning in July 2012 with Petrobras
to revamp 15km of external piping insulation.
“It’s a very interesting contract win,” says
Fialho. “We are located in the centre of Brazil
and the contract is approximately 3,000 km
away in Northeast Brazil.”
KAEFER is carrying out another project
in a shipyard 3,000 km to the south of its
Contagem headquarters, a distance posing logistical challenges but ones KAEFER can handle.
A bigger challenge is to grow and improve profitability in the face of uncertain markets, says
Fialho. “In general, Brazil is facing the postponement of greenfield investments due to the international financial crisis but in the middle of the
eye of this hurricane we have some big investments in oil and gas.”

New contracts are hoped for, says Fialho:
“We are trying to develop new segments of the
market based on our international experience,
for instance surface protection and offshore accommodations.” The aim is to triple turnover
and improve profitability for KAEFER ISOBRASIL’s
operations within four years.

SHORT NEWS
Quick response reaps dividends
PROSPERING BRAZIL In December 2011, the
EPC QUIP contacted KAEFER ISOBRASIL
Ltda with an emergency mobilization request. Executed in just 27 days, they wellexceeded client expectations. Today, KAEFER
ISOBRASIL has contracts with the successful
EPC company totalling almost €3 million.

With an additional €5.5 million in offers
pending, Ary Fialho, Managing Director at
KAEFER ISOBRASIL, reports: “To exploit this
booming market, we opened a new facility
near QUIP dry dock in the Port of Rio Grande
in August 2012.”
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Alexander von Humboldt II and Rainbow Warrior III cast off to sea
SHIPS DELIVERED FROM BREMERHAVEN The Alexander von Humboldt
II is the first large sailing ship to be built in Germany for more than 50
years. The 65-metre ‘barque’ ship replaces its predecessor at the Deutsche
Stiftung Sail Training, a foundation that helps people of all ages learn how
to sail. KAEFER played an important part in this historic construction,
providing and fitting the ship’s kitchen equipment at its location in
Bremerhaven, northern Germany.
A sail ship such as this presents a special kind of challenge, given
that it often sails at an angle through the water, which means that the
kitchen equipment must be able to continue to function properly, even
when it is tilted at a 20-degree angle, sometimes for hours at a time.
Slightly less grand, but no less impressive, is the newest incarnation
of the Greenpeace sailing ship, Rainbow Warrior. Named after a Native
American prophecy, the third incarnation of the environmental organisation’s ship was completed in 2011 and it features a specially fitted galley
area, exclusively created by KAEFER.
Built in Bremen, the Rainbow Warrior III is an electric motor-assisted
sailing yacht used by Greenpeace for scientific research and protest actions. Not only did it present the same performance-related challenges
as the Alexander von Humboldt vessel, but every part of the Rainbow
Warrior was constructed with a view to sustainability, including the kitchen section, which features energy-saving equipment and the latest environmentally-friendly cooling material.

As well as proving its practical and environmental credentials, the
ship’s KAEFER kitchen has even proved its gourmet attributes by hosting
two-Michelin-star chef Diego Guerrero, who cooked a very special dinner
on-board to help celebrate the ship’s first tour.

High class kitchen equipment made by KAEFER

Refurbishments for
the Carnivals

Maintaining quality with the ‘lean method’

FINLAND’S CRUISE FACELIFTS KAEFER Oy in
Finland has landed a big contract with a new
client, Carnival Cruise Line, the world’s largest
cruise ship company, to work on the most expensive and thorough cruise ship refurbishment ever.
The contract, which takes place for a breathtaking 42 days in February 2013 in Trieste, Italy,
also gives KAEFER Finland, which has been building ships for the last 30 years, its breakthrough
into the Italian market.
Carneval is about to update all its old ships
with the latest design and architecture. A leading
project will see the 15-year-old cruise ship
Carnival Destiny turned into a model liner called
Carnival Sunshine, one of seven ships to get a
facelift. KAEFER will demolish the 1,200-squaremetre old spa and build a new one based on a
concept introduced in one of the line’s newest
ships, Carnival Breeze. KAEFER will also do turnkey interior works for the old open-deck areas,
which will be given the nostalgic name “the
serenity area”. The total refurbishment costs
$150 million and will involve all areas of the ship.
“No cruise ship owner has ever spent so much
money on a complete refurbishment,” says
KAEFER Oy Managing Director Janne Sirviö. “Until now, the maximum value of a job like this has
been in the region of $50 to $70 million.”

ST. NAZAIRE SHIPYARDS In February 2011,
KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding won an STX
France contract to install 615 cabins on two
large cruise ships in its St. Nazaire shipyards.
The two ships are the first to be manufactured
by STX using ‘lean methods’.
The core idea behind lean methods is to
minimise lost or unproductive time by optimising flow, thereby, increasing value while promoting continuous improvement. In shipbuilding,
this requires moving away from traditional
production methods and breaking installation
activities down into measurable processes so
as to identify and then reduce non-essential
activities.
For instance, teams typically moved from
deck to deck following the loading sequence to
install cabins. Bruno Huriet, Managing Director
of KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding, explains:
“Following in-depth discussions with the shipyard, significant process modifications have
been agreed. The first ‘idea’ used as a guideline
was to install cabins only once the area was
100% completed. By working successively from
one cabin to the next, our teams cut down the
time spent moving around the ship. Simple
in theory, but difficult in implementation: to
remain synchronized, contractors have to be

exceedingly exact in planning their workflows.
Slippage is not allowed.”
Using lean methods, STX was able to deliver MSC Divina by May 2012 and work is progressing on the second ship, the MSC Preziosa,
which is expected to be delivered in March 2013.
The optimizations gained through lean methods
have not only helped KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding meet the yard’s exacting targets, the
process-based approach has improved both
quality and worker skills.

MSC Divina
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14 CRUISE SHIPS GET
LUXURY TREATMENT
GAME-CHANGING VESSELS The Viking River Cruises set new standards with the brand-new
Viking Longships that are among the most innovative ships on Europe’s waterways.

©Kiebitzberg® Gruppe, Havelberg / Thomas Franke

The brand-new Viking Odin on her way to
her Christening ceremonies in Amsterdam

N

eptun Werft commissioned German
KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH in Rostock to
work with them in realizing a $120 million fleet
program developed by Viking River Cruises, one
of the world’s leading river cruise lines. Outfitting the first four of the six patent-pending
Viking Longships in parallel, including all necessary construction and engineering services, was
going to be no mean feat.
The Viking Longship is a new ship design
with cutting-edge technology and ultra-comfortable amenities to reflect guest preferences
and current travel trends. For instance, a revolutionary all-weather indoor/outdoor Aquavit,
and oversized suites – the largest of any river
cruise ship in Europe – and staterooms with
verandas, French balconies, and in-cabin amenities that include heated bathroom floors as well
as all the other comforts one would expect in a
luxury cruise ship.
KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH in Rostock
was tasked with outfitting the lounge, stairs,
foyer, restaurant and public restrooms of the
135-metre ultra-luxury ship – its first foray into
providing such premium outfittings for longtime customer Neptun Werft of Warnemünde,
Germany. With the relatively compact construction time, the first four ships had to be worked
on in parallel. For KAEFER, this meant sourcing
suitable suppliers and partners able to provide
the exacting quality standards and extreme

flexibility the project required. Five highly
experienced KAEFER project supervisors provided the supervision, and the project and
construction management needed to adapt to
the overlapping workflows and meet the
extremely short production time.
By 21 March 2012, after just seven months
of work, the first four ships were christened in
Amsterdam; the sixth and last ship in this order
was delivered in August 2012. On 14 March
2012, Viking River Cruises announced it had
commissioned Neptun Werft to deliver an additional eight Viking Longships in 2013. Together with the first commission, the 14 vessels
represent a total order of more than €25 million
for KAEFER Schiffsausbau Rostock GmbH.
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CONFIRMATION OF KAEFER
SHIPBUILDING QUALITY
HONOURED BY MEYER WERFT In early 2012, German shipbuilder MEYER WERFT honoured
KAEFER at its annual ‘Partner of the Year’ awards, citing the high quality of its interior work.

T

“

his is a very prestigious award,” says Klaus
Benken, Head of KAEFER Schiffsausbau
GmbH in Bremerhaven. “MEYER WERFT is one
of the world’s most modern shipyards.”
The shipyard uses a special system to evaluate its many different partners, awarding the
best ones in five different categories, including
engineering and electronic as well as interiors.
Last year, the shipyard finished three cruise

ships; among them the Aida Sol and Celebrity
Silhouette, which represented quite an achievement: “This is the first time that three cruise
ships were finished in one year in a single yard,”
Benken notes with well-placed pride. “The workload was certainly challenging, but this award
is confirmation for the quality of the work we
delivered.”

©Michael Wesselsl

The proud winners of the “Partner of the Year Award”

AIDA Sol

The luxury
of a superyacht
THE QUANTUM BLUE KAEFER Schiffsausbau
GmbH Bremen has been commissioned by
Lürssen Werft to provide insulation and cladding for the 102.6-metre-long and 16.8-metrewide luxury yacht The Quantum Blue. Along
with cladding its technical rooms, KAEFER is
providing full insulation for heat, cold, fire protection, flooring, pipes and exhaust, as well as
insulating the highly demanding acoustical concept. The project manager describes his joy at
the new contract: “It’s a tremendous pleasure
to be working together again with this awardwinning superyacht builder.”

Frigates almost ready for action
FREMM SERIES FOR FRANCE In the middle of
2006, DCNS awarded KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding a contract to provide structural insulation (fire, thermal and acoustics) and interior
outfitting for different technical spaces on 12
Fremm type frigates. During the detailed design
for insulation, KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding
proposed solutions using lightweight materials
in order to optimise the total weight, an important criteria for the basic design of the ships.
The size of the order and the overlapping
of installation schedules required work on four
ships at the same time, each at a different
phase. The contract manager reflects that “even

with this important workload, we managed
the challenge rather well, and the first vessel,
Aquitaine, is currently at sea for a period of
trials conducted by a French navy crew and
DCNS teams.”
The second ship from the FREMM series
also started its sea trials in 2012, while the third
was floated out in October 2012. A fourth ship
is in the assembly stage in the dry dock, and it
will also see its first action soon.
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Adventures on the rigs

Built to resist the
elements: the Troll A
platform

©Troll A - Photo: Ole H Sommarset, Statoil

Famous platform gets upgrade
MODIFYING TROLL A Statoil’s Troll A natural gas platform caused a sensation when it
was moved to the Troll gas field off the west
coast of Norway in 1996. Over 470 metres
high, it is the tallest construction ever to be
moved.
Oil service company Aibel is currently
upgrading the platform to increase and
therefore secure gas production from the
Troll fields until 2063. As part of a frame
agreement contract with Statoil for insulation, scaffolding and surface protection,
KAEFER ENERGY is supporting Aibel. The
contract, which began in early 2012 and ends
in April 2015, involves constructing three
new modules – a compression, utilities and
electrical module – onshore (in Oslo,

Haugesund and partly in Poland) while also
modifying Troll A to receive the modules.
KAEFER will support Aibel with engineering
and planning staff, and will equip the modules with pipe insulation, interior outfitting and HVAC (heating, ventilation and
air conditioning).
“The challenge is to coordinate all our
disciplines, three onshore and five offshore,”
says KAEFER ENERGY’s project manager.
“But with our experience and a very skilled
team we will deliver high quality work.”

CONSTRUCTING OIL RIGS You need to be adventurous and love travelling to be in the oil-rig
business. And if you head up international projects, you also need to be aware of differences
in national working cultures. “My first concern
is always, ‘Can this workforce really do the
job?’” says Martin Ward, project leader at
KAEFER International Marine & Offshore in
Dubai, who is currently managing a contract for
the rig manufacturer Lamprell in Russia.
Lamprell is building EDC1, a jack-up rig of
the Super 116 Enhanced class design, for the
Eurasia Drilling Company (EDC). KAEFER is supplying and installing the heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning system as well as cold-room
storage for the rig’s five-block accommodation.
This was the first order Lamprell awarded to
KAEFER in the Middle East, and it has already
been so successful that KAEFER will outfit
EDC2 and EDC3.
Work on EDC1 began in Hamriyah (United
Arab Emirates), where the rig was constructed
in modular form by a team mostly from India
and Pakistan. In October, the rig moved to Astrakhan, where a Russian team is installing the
heavy equipment (to be finished in early 2013).
“Getting to understand a new culture
takes time; I only know what to expect when I
get there,” says Ward. Born in Aberdeen Scotland, his 18-year oil-rig career started in the
North Sea, and took him to the US, Nigeria,
Cameroon and Angola. Since joining KAEFER in
2011, he has worked in Aberdeen, Singapore
and now Dubai and Russia. “I chose KAEFER for
the international work opportunities because
it’s a company that wants to move forwards,”
he says.

Ship shape
SHIP CONVERSION IN SINGAPORE It sounds
odd, but “ro-ro” actually refers to a vessel much
too big to be rowed – a “roll-on/roll-off” passenger ship with a ramp for vehicles to drive on
and off.
KAEFER International Marine & Offshore
(Middle East) has been subcontracted by
Sembawang shipyard in Singapore to help convert a ro-ro into an accommodation and repair
vessel for the Norwegian company Equinox
Offshore Accommodation. The vessel, named
ARV3, was ordered by the Brazilian energy corporation Petrobras to service and support offshore facilities and projects in deep-water areas.

The existing three decks will be refurbished
and four new ones added to include accommodation, a new galley, cold storage rooms, dining
facilities, a laundry, gym, cinema and conference
rooms. The new decks are to be completely outfitted by KAEFER with wet units, wall panels,
ceilings, cabin furniture, portholes, electrical
installation and piping, plus heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning.
The eight-month project had numerous
challenges: “We had to mobilize a new project
team very quickly for a large, fast-track accommodation upgrade, which had to meet exacting
standards,” says the project manager. Another

challenge was getting used to the local culture,
customs and work practices. “To optimize teamwork, we had to balance the strengths and
weaknesses of all different parties,” he says.
Worth over €12 million, this is KAEFER’s
biggest project so far in Singapore. “It has established us as a major name in the accommodation build and upgrade sector in one of the
world’s largest markets for this type of work,”
he adds.
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QUALITY, EVEN IN
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS
RESEARCH STATION BHARATI Remote, icy waters and a short summer make building
a research station in Antarctica about as extreme and demanding a project as you can get.

P

roject manager Torsten Hass was tasked with building
the Bharati station for the Indian National Centre of
Antarctic and Ocean Research from scratch during the region’s short summer, before sea ice and blizzards returned.
A deadline imposed by nature and the location thousands of
miles across the Southern Ocean from civilisation posed
severe limitations, says Hass. “I’ve done a lot of jobs for
KAEFER but this was the most challenging. You need to bring
everything with you, like heavy machines and tools all adapted to arctic conditions. From power supplies to waste-water
treatment, everything had to be self-contained.

“It was clear from beginning when we would have to
leave. If you don’t leave when the sea starts freezing over
you can’t fly out and you’re stuck for another year. There was
no way of working any longer or bringing more people in.
Unfortunately we also reached the site 21 days late as the
ship got stuck in ice going in.”
Happily, the futuristic-looking station, with an aerodynamic structure to prevent snow burying it, built to house
50 scientists and withstand minus 40 °C and 220 km/h wind
speeds, was handed over on time and ready for operations,
despite the delayed arrival.
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QUALITY, EVEN IN EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS

The futuristic-looking polar station is 50 meters long, 30 meters wide and 12 meters
high, and was erected on two-meter high steel columns.

But the experience pushed Hass and his
colleagues to their professional, and sometimes
personal limits. “I was there for four and a half
months with 48 KAEFER people living in adapted shipping containers. We were working in
24-hour sunlight. You work seven days a week,
12 hours a day, no holidays and no variety of
life. Eventually you get tired of each other’s
company. The pressure on me as project manager was clear, but we managed well and made
it operational.”
It was an extreme proof of KAEFER’s extensive expertise at managing a variety of
trades, says Hass. “We are able to co-ordinate
any number of trades and difficulties, and bring
them to a satisfactory end for the client. I’m
happy and relieved we got so much done and
that my crew did not cut corners, and delivered
beyond the client’s expectations. Even with
less time than anticipated we never sacrificed
quality. ”
The project also had its compensations,
including bracing swims in water of 6 °C, a
visit to a 12,000-strong penguin colony and the
experience of arctic serenity, says Hass. “It was
fantastic to go for a walk and experience nature
and true silence. There is no noise or air pollution there. It’s so quiet you can hear your heart
pump, which is an awesome experience.”

SHORT NEWS
Beyond expertise
DÜSSELDORF’S NEW ROOF In just three
months, KAEFER Construction in
Düsseldorf, Germany, built an extraordinary new roof structure for the shopping
centre City Forum Mülheim. It features a
specially perforated metal ceiling that
absorbs the noises that typically echo
round cavernous mall halls. Much attention was paid to atmospheric lighting,
which included LED lighting in shafts and
artificial sunlight strips. KAEFER worked
closely with architects RKW, the ceiling
manufacturer Durlum and a lighting expert. A satisfied project leader explained,
“This took us beyond our expertise in
dry construction deep into the realm of
electrical installation.”

Getting the ball rolling
FOOTBALL IN LEVERKUSEN KAEFER Construction’s project manager in charge of the recent
refurbishment of German football club Bayer 04
Leverkusen BayArena’s east wing was a keen
football player in his youth. “I enjoyed working
on site while the Leverkusen team trained nearby,” he says with a smile.
BayArena was renovated to bring it up to
global standards in 2007. The East wing, however, lay empty. Bayer 04 Leverkusen’s chairman, a keen wine lover, hit on the idea of creating a VIP wine lounge from which to watch the
games. KAEFER was contracted in December
2011 to work on the new “Vini” lounge on the
first floor, and to fireproof and renovate the
entire three floors of the wing.
The cellar was converted into staff and
storage rooms and the ground floor into a tick-

eting area and a public convenience zone. The
VIP area has top of the range finishes, including
automatic doors, and a sliding door designed to
allow waiters to enter holding trays, which also
seals in case of a fire.
A big challenge was that all the contractors, whether electrical, heating or structural,
started building at the same time. “This meant
rigorous coordination between all the parties,”
says the project manager. “KAEFER work progressed rather quickly, though, with the result
that other contractors kept telling us to slow
down.”
After meeting the tight deadline of total
reconstruction within three months, KAEFER
has since won regular contracts for jobs on the
stadium. “This was the project team’s biggest
success,” says the project manager.
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Tight deadlines but still
efficient
CARRIER NEUTRAL INTERXION You’ve heard
of “carbon neutral” but what about “carrierneutral”? KAEFER Construction GmbH employees are experts on the subject after building a fourth carrier-neutral data centre for
Interxion.
Called FRA7, the new centre opened in
April 2012. Interxion offers space to house servers and connect to a large network of telecommunication and internet service providers.
KAEFER had seven months to produce a turnkey construction, two months quicker than the
previous contract. And all concrete and interior
works – including the composite heat insulation system – were done in winter. “It was a
great challenge but our experience with the
previous centres helped streamline processes,”
says the project leader.
KAEFER worked alongside air-conditioning, heating and ventilation-technology firm
MJS Air Klima, and the building technology and
IT services firm Lück Gruppe. The job included
constructing a 360-square-metre concrete
building over two floors, converting an existing
warehouse into a 1,500-square-metre data
centre and renovating a three-floor office
building.
“It was great teamwork,” says the leader,
who is particularly proud of the three-page
final acceptance protocol. “This was a sign of
our efficiency,” he states, though the next project may have even tighter deadlines. “We keep
raising the bar!” he adds with a smile.

© Klaus Frahm, Börnsen

A city under one roof

FRANKFURT’S FIRE PROTECTION ‘A city
under one roof’ is how The Squaire at Frankfurt
Airport advertises itself. More than 0.5 km long
and 65 m wide, the space-age steel and glass
structure is one of the world’s largest officecomplexes. Built on top of the airport’s highspeed train station to meet the needs of a mobile and time-limited world, it offers a combination of commercial and retail services, even a
day care centre.
Where large numbers of people gather, the
highest standards of fire protection are essential. And with The Squaire’s 20,000 façade elements and 20,000 tonnes of steel, a lot of fire
protection was needed. KAEFER Construction,
Germany, spent from May 2010 to December
2011 putting in fire protection joints at all levels

of five of the seven building units and attaching
fireproof plates onto the steel and trapeze constructions.
“The entire project, with its special architectural features, was itself challenging, and
threw up special challenges for us,” says
KAEFER’s project manager. “We had to build
very delicate structures that often required nonstandard spacing.” For this reason, KAEFER
took over some of the detailed fire-protection
planning, working closely with manufacturers
and fire protection assessors throughout the
project.

Topped by an organic hotel
HAMBURG’S SUSTAINABLE CENTRE A facade
built to attract nesting birds and vegetation is just
one of the innovations of the Wälderhaus, which
opened in November in Hamburg. Built for
the Schutzgemeinschaft Deutscher Wald (SDW, a
forest protection association), this energyefficient, sustainable centre promotes Germany’s
relationship with forests, hosting exhibitions and
seminars. Also planned is an organic restaurant
and, on the top three floors, an ecological hotel
built from wood. KAEFER Construction, Germany,
did all the drywall installations and most of the
doors.

Design of the multifunctional building by the
architect Andreas Heller
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Making tracks in Vienna
VIENNA’S CENTRAL STATION A transformation of Vienna’s railway facilities is underway
and the most ambitious part of it is the construction of a brand new state-of-the-art
Central Railway Station. Working on one of
Europe’s largest construction sites, in the heart
of a busy capital city, will always have its
challenges, and so it is proving for the KAEFER
team helping build it. Movements to the fabric
of the building as trains come and go during
construction, the complex architecture of the
station’s 15-metre-high ceiling and the co-ordination required with other joint venture partners and sub-contractors meant the teams have
to work hard to stay on track and on schedule.
The scope of work, worth over €10 million,
and involving more than 150,000 man hours,
included extensive installation of metal ceilings,
gypsum plasterboard walls and ceilings, fire
retarding sealing and fire protection for the roof.

The swooping new lines of the new station,
which replaces the Südbahnhof, will link four
major railway lines, dramatically improving the
city’s international connections, saving an hour
or more on journey times between, for example,
Munich, in Germany, and Budapest, in Hungary.
It will also dramatically improve local links and
interchanges with Vienna’s underground, tram
and bus networks.
The first trains are already passing along
on the newly laid tracks of the Central Station
without stopping. The station will become
partly operational for early 2013, although
KAEFER teams will continue to work on the
project until late 2014. The station is expected
to be fully completed and operational by 2015,
at which point it will have become central
Europe’s most important rail transportation
hub.

Vienna airport becomes even cooler
VIENNA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT Up against
tight deadlines, KAEFER Austria completed a
project to install dry walling and a cooling system at Vienna International Airport for client
Austrian Airlines.
The work on the sleek new frequent fliers
lounge and lobby took 6,000 man hours to complete, with a team of up to 40 trained KAEFER
technicians and apprentices on site during the
peak installation phase. The scope of work
included dry cladding 1,500 m2 of wall, and
installing 1,000 m2 of cooled and 550 m2 of
uncooled metal ceiling.

With only three months to complete the
work, the KAEFER team was under strong pressure to hand over the job on time. The task was
further complicated by a ceiling structure with
a complex geometry and multiple ceiling
fixtures, which demanded a high degree of
accuracy.
Careful pre-planning, together with prefabrication and pre-assembly of components
where possible helped ensure all the work on
the lounges was completed on time and executed to a high quality, confirmed the project
manager in charge of the work.

International cooperation ensures timely and stylish delivery
SCANDIC HOTEL, FORNEBU KAEFER has entered the Norwegian dry construction market
with a high-profile project to carry out dry walling and other work on the new 334-room
Scandic Hotel in Fornebu overlooking the Oslo
Fjord, about 10 kilometres south-west of the
capital’s city centre.
The project involved extensive co-operation between the KAEFER construction divisions in Norway, Austria and Germany. The
project scope included installing exterior wall
skins, gypsum walls, facing layers and ceilings,
system grid ceilings, glass walls, baseboards,
doors and Swisspearl façades.
Time was the big challenge in ensuring the
stylish and high-profile flagship property for the

hotel chain would be ready as planned. Despite
a tight delivery schedule that was made more
urgent by delays to the start of work, the
KAEFER team handed the project to the
client on schedule in early September, in good
time for the new hotel’s official opening on
15 September 2012.
Having the support of a project management team from Austria and Germany
enabled KAEFER to draw on specialists
from outside Norway, concentrating its
resources and know-how to ensure
successful project delivery.
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SKY HIGH IN BRNO
BUILDING BRNO’S TOWER It has 32 storeys, measures 109 metres
and is a mixture of apartments, offices and shops.

T

his modern tower is also the highest in the Czech Republic and KAEFER played
a key role in its construction. Work on the tower, in the country’s second city
Brno, began in July 2012 and KAEFER supplied and installed 4,000 m2 of suspended
ceilings in the building’s shop units. Before its completion in early 2013, KAEFER’s
work may also include the partition walls and the ceilings of the flats and offices.
With such a high-profile job, it is vital to ensure that quality is maintained, despite the fact
that much of the work will be done through the freezing winter months, says Igor Zachoval,
Deputy Managing Director of KAEFER in the Czech Republic. The same applies to health
and safety, he said. “KAEFER Czech is proud to have zero lost time injuries (LTI), and we
want to keep it at zero.”

SHORT NEWS
Stronger together
MERGER IN NORWAY In a move designed
to improve the service and value it gives to
its customers in Norway, KAEFER ENERGY
AS now owns KAEFER Construction AS.
The move will improve cost-efficiencies
and KAEFER’s ability to compete better in
Norway, says Vice President of Fabrication
& Product Thorbjørn Jensen. It “will help us

to get new jobs in a very competitive market.”
Jensen also explains, “Together with
our existing offshore business, we also expect to get synergies by co-operating more
closely internally … Both parts will also gain
and improve by learning from each other’s
experience.”

Retirement home win
HIGHER LIVING STANDARDS KAEFER has
completed a €2-million project for client
IWP Döbling in the high-quality renovation
of assisted accommodation for retired people on the outskirts of Vienna, with fully
handicapped access. The work, carried out
between April and August 2012, included

installing a total of 32,500 m2 of gypsum
plasterboard walls and ceilings, 6,800 m2 of
wall cladding as well as installing doorframes
and inspection chambers. At peak-times
more than 50 workers were involved in the
project, which totalled 40,000 man hours.
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KAEFER ANNIVERSARIES
KAEFER
Austria

Bruno Leblond
Christophe Pommier
James Dupont
Etienne Ladiray
Darius Gabali
Bruno Riviere
Dominique Delporte
Dominique Staudt Armand
Yves Rene Tanchon
Remi Lourais
Jannick Simonnet
Thierry Hromada

11.04.82
26.04.82
07.06.82
07.06.82
20.07.82
16.08.82
28.09.82
04.10.82
19.10.82
15.11.82
06.12.82
13.12.82

25 years with the company
Caroline Aloy
Bastian Cabana
Bernard Guyot
KAEFER
Yvon Peyrat
Australia
Patrick Michon
20 years with the company
Arnaud Lefebvre
Michael da Conceicao
01.02.1992
Bertrand Loisel
Alfredo Moura
26.10.1992
Jean-Noel Medelices
John Daluz
17.12.1992
Jean Paul Rischmann
Robert Marchlewski
..
KAEFER Belgie NV		
Thierry Nicod
Belgium
Youcef Berour
Corinne Bourcier
20 years with the company
Jean Claude Chauvin
Gerry Jacob
01.02.1992
Herve Mace
Hedwig de Maeyer
01.05.1992
Bruno Berteaux
10 years with the company
Daniel Sohn
Dirk Janssens
08.01.2002
Fabienne Paulhan
Sammy Kohler
08.01.2002
Karim Chibane
George Hodge
04.03.2002
Jean Luc Robert
Patrick Lansu
04.03.2002
Yves Eliot
Jordan Pavlovic
19.08.2002
Thierry Goux

01.01.87
01.02.87
01.03.87
02.03.87
06.04.87
04.05.87
04.05.87
04.05.87
01.06.87
01.07.87
15.07.87
25.08.87
02.09.87
28.09.87
01.10.87
05.10.87
05.10.87
01.11.87
01.11.87
02.11.87
02.11.87
17.11.87

40 years with the company
Jozo Saric

19.01.72

30 years with the company
Alexander Skopec
Peter Hovorka

17.05.82
16.08.82

20 years with the company
Gerhard Höfler
Georgine Brindl

16.03.92
01.10.92

10 years with the company
Rudolf Reitner
Manfred Zaiser

12.08.02
12.09.02

KAEFER Canada
Western Group Ltd.
10 years with the company
Mark Fischer

01.01.02

KAEFER Insulation (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
China
20 years with the company
Huang Ping

23.05.92

KAEFER Izolacni Technika spol. s.r.o.
Czech Republik
10 years with the company
Libor Valek

01.03.02

KAEFER C&D Ltd
England
10 years with the company
Gary Chandler
Michael Traynor
Brian McCullough

10.12.01
15.04.02
24.06.02

KAEFER Oy
Finland
30 years with the company
Martti Mannila

12.07.82

25 years with the company
Timo Pohjonen

30.11.87

10 years with the company
Kalevi Laine                          

25.11.02

KAEFER WANNER SAS
France
40 years with the company
Vince Daniel

04.09.72

30 years with the company
Fabrice Larridon

01.02.82

20 years with the company
Herve Lener
Mohamed Ben Abdallah
Pascal Seguin
Rui Manuel da Silva
Fabrice Depret
Thierry Denegre
Dominique Deschamps
Frederic Motte
Jean Francois Dupuy
Joachim Rodriguez
Francis Desnoues
Jean-Michel Debut
Kamiro Kaiha
Thierry Serciat
Pascal Larmonier
Alain Dehame
Denis Bailleul
Romuald Vanhulst
Nicolas Rousseau
Frederic Gendron
Frederic Muguet
Frederic Quinteau
Lionel Blanchi
Eric Meriel
Johnny Bernard
Jean-Luc Rochard
Vincent Brune
Daniel Willigsecker
Guy Heloise
Thierry Desjardins
Stephane Ghyselen
Franck Connan
Jean-Luc Cotell
Thomas Eichmann
Richard Nordstern
Habib Ben Hadj Khalifa

06.01.92
03.02.92
03.02.92
03.02.92
06.02.92
06.02.92
10.02.92
10.02.92
10.02.92
02.03.92
01.04.92
01.04.92
06.04.92
06.04.92
13.04.92
21.04.92
21.04.92
21.04.92
27.04.92
11.05.92
21.05.92
25.05.92
09.06.92
15.06.92
13.07.92
15.07.92
15.07.92
03.08.92
03.08.92
03.08.92
10.08.92
01.09.92
01.09.92
05.10.92
09.11.92
06.12.92

10 years with the company
Sandrine Hazera
Daniel Spir
Nicolas Corneillie

02.01.02
03.01.02
07.01.02

Pierre Lenormand
Bouchahim Ben Mehdi
Danielle Dexidieux
Tony Moriceau
Bouhalem Tebbakh
Azzedine Khodri
Fanny Lenfant
Philippe Marion
Franck Nicolas
Alain Terrasson
Mohand Nehili
Onder Dilek
Roland Demmerle
Patrick Delles
Stephanie le Guen Bouarib
Daniel Dolci
Marcelino Barbosa Nunes
Joel Leroy
Stephane Ragot
Sylvain Gazier
Cyril Degardin
Marcel Chaumien
Sabine Guitton
Nancy Arrondo
Bruno Huriet
Pascal Vauclin
David Guerin
John Valance
Yohan Bodiot
Bernadette Kiesel
Philippe Genest
Romain Richard
Aurelien Laborde
Fabrice Astier
Fabien Miramont
Nicolas Pecheux
Gilles Dameroi
Rene Vailland
Orhan Karatas
Denis Maugendre
Didier Monnier
Gilbert Conard
Thierry Andrieu
Andy Letrouve
Remi Soutier
Yannick Fourmentel

21.01.02
04.02.02
25.02.02
04.03.02
11.03.02
18.03.02
18.03.02
25.03.02
01.04.02
02.01.02
02.04.02
02.04.02
02.04.02
29.04.02
29.04.02
03.06.02
03.06.02
10.06.02
10.06.02
10.06.02
17.06.02
24.06.02
24.06.02
01.07.02
03.07.02
15.07.02
01.08.02
01.08.02
05.08.02
16.08.02
19.08.02
01.09.02
23.09.02
23.09.02
07.10.02
01.11.02
04.11.02
12.11.02
18.11.02
03.12.02
03.12.02
03.12.02
03.12.02
16.12.02
17.12.02
17.12.02

KAEFER WANNER Shipbuilding
France
10 years with the company
Yannick Lem
Denys Meynier

26.08.02
09.09.02

KAEFER Construction GmbH
Germany
30 years with the company
Bozo Jurcevic
Ingo Meyer
Ante Vatrov
Bernhard Artelt

02.08.82
06.08.82
09.08.82
01.09.82

25 years with the company
Bernd Bethmann

09.06.87

20 years with the company
Thomas Deutscher
Carlos Perdigao
Anton Matan
Olaf Holtz

01.08.92
03.08.92
24.08.92
01.09.92

10 years with the company
Maria Madalena Domingues Fao
Frank Neubauer
Volker Bulschak
Claudia Fuckner
Avdullah Azemi
Shaban Azemi
Olaf Kendziorra

15.02.02
01.04.02
01.04.02
15.05.02
01.09.02
01.09.02
01.10.02

KAEFER Industrie GmbH
Germany
40 years with the company
Ivan Buhovac
Juergen Issleib †
Udo Liedke
Stanko Rakic

24.01.72
01.08.72
01.08.72
19.09.72

30 years with the company
Ralf-Hagen Asch
Peter Heinicke
Jürgen Wennrich
Andreas Hartmann
Jörg Dettmer
Jörg-Dietrich Funke
Stefan Lindner
Thomas Gebhardt
Jürgen Bunjes
Nazif Selishta
Jens Tiedt

11.01.82
01.06.82
26.07.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
16.08.82
18.08.82
01.09.82

25 years with the company
Peter Schmidt
Erwin Wetterich
Horst Püschel
Karl-Heinz Lukassen
Helmut Hecht
Ulrich Hartleben
Franz Häuser
Werner Abeling
Norbert Wahl
Frank Haß
Stanislaw Suchan
Udo Sandvoß
Stefan Naujocks
Stefan Prinzler
Andreas Studt
Doreen Frank
Markus Listl
Michael Kamp
Ralf Teubner
Thomas Deeg

01.01.87
02.02.87
04.05.87
19.05.87
01.07.87
01.07.87
06.07.87
20.07.87
01.08.87
03.08.87
03.08.87
03.08.87
06.08.87
06.08.87
31.08.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
01.10.87

20 years with the company
Uwe Kannegießer
Monique Roth
Peter Klopsch
Stephan Traudt
Ulrike Krantz
Detlef Scheibe
Erich Schulze

30.03.92
01.04.92
01.04.92
01.04.92
01.04.92
01.10.92
01.10.92

10 years with the company
Susanne Philipp
Nikola Nikic
Jochen Schöberl
Lutz Seidemann
Thomas Kolov
Ronny Lösche
Mile Paligoric
Michael Schwawuski
Friedrich Görtelmeyer

01.01.02
04.03.02
01.04.02
01.05.02
21.05.02
20.06.02
01.07.02
01.08.02
07.08.02

KAEFER Isoliertechnik GmbH & Co. KG		
Germany
40 years with the company
Monika Schamper

01.12.72

30 years with the company
Bernd Lieberum
Michael Chrobok
Dieter Schwandt
Bernd Ellmer
Frank Christ
Thomas Hävecker
Werner Dierksen-Wellbrock

04.01.82
09.03.82
01.07.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
01.08.82
27.09.82

25 years with the company
Sven Mueller
Carsten Wrede

06.08.87
01.10.87
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20 years with the company
Ulrike Allers
Michael Krause
Simone Janke
René Matthies

01.01.92
01.01.92
01.09.92
01.11.92

10 years with the company
Jens Juschkat
Rainer Donalies
Andre Noll
Katja Meyer-Kohlhoff
Marco Evers
Reinhild Heider

01.01.02
01.02.02
15.04.02
01.05.02
01.07.02
01.07.02

Andrea Barthel
Sven Dreyer
Steffen Lange
Tobias Schröder
Harald Buck

01.05.02
01.05.02
01.08.02
01.08.02
02.12.02

TERMOIZOLA UAB
Lithuania
40 years with the company
Jekaterina Svišč

13.08.72

30 years with the company
Algina Zagorskienė

01.07.82

KAEFER Montage GmbH 		
Germany

20 years with the company
Vytautas Davidonis

01.10.92

20 years with the company
Markus Strube
Reiner Pilz
Ralf Könitzer
Rüdiger Ebert
Heiko Hildebrand
Thomas Sennewald

06.01.92
01.07.92
01.08.92
28.09.92
01.10.92
02.11.92

10 years with the company
Algirdas Lekamavičius
Ivan Malyško
Ona Pečkaitienė
Ramūnas Kozys

10.07.02
22.07.02
22.07.02
04.11.02

10 years with the company
Mike Hensel
Miodrag Mijailovic
Guido Hirschke
Thomas Armbrüster
Ulrich Krethen
Thomas Napierski
Anto Tadic
Zoran Marinkovic

02.01.02
04.03.02
22.04.02
01.07.02
01.07.02
16.08.02
01.10.02
01.10.02

KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH 		
Germany
40 years with the company
Holger Simon
Peter Kretschmer
Gert Hedenkamp

01.08.72
01.08.72
07.08.72

30 years with the company
Torsten Dunkhase
Glenn George
Jörg Lüssen
Herta Maros
Detlef Thielbar

06.08.82
06.08.82
17.09.82
01.10.82
08.11.82

25 years with the company
Peter Grunow
Volker Singer-Jürgensen
Thorsten Bucilowski
Martin Ackermann
Andrea Rieck

01.07.87
01.07.87
20.07.87
06.08.87
01.10.87

20 years with the company
Felix Beyer
Bodo Buchinski
Dirk Büssow
Sybille Felgenhauer
Wolfgang Gabler
Manfred Graap
Jens Neumann
Ingo Ostenberg
Kersten Rutz
Friedrich Varken
Detlef Voigt
Lothar Weber
Karl-Heinz Zielinski
Klaus Döhler
Andreas Tanke
Volker Tomaschewski
Wolfgang Ahrens
Roman Heeren
Ulrich Dittmann
Svenja Rohn

01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.02.92
01.04.92
01.05.92
04.05.92
04.05.92
04.05.92
01.06.92
01.08.92
01.08.92
01.09.92

10 years with the company
Peter Schoeler

01.04.02

KAEFER Nederland B.V.
Netherlands
20 years with the company
Ed Hoffmann
Andreas Buchwitz
10 years with the company

Bosco Nisic

16.12.91
27.01.92

01.11.01

KAEFER ENERGY AS
Norway
25 years with the company
Bjørn Atle Kallestad
Haldor Pletten Reigstad
Uffe Høeg Sørensen

10.01.87
06.07.87
27.09.87

10 years with the company
Robin Amundsen
Terje Gravseth
Øystein Birkeland Nilsen
Arne Storaune
Leif Otto Fosseng
Dagmund Gaupås Nordaker
Jan Erik Tage Johansson
Oddmund Svartsrød
Erlend Lauvås
Kai-Roger Haddal
Kjetil Marcusson Tollefsen

01.01.02
03.03.02
18.03.02
25.03.02
12.04.02
03.05.02
03.05.02
07.06.02
17.06.02
22.07.02
22.07.02

KAEFER SA
Poland
45 years with the company
Roman Zalas

29.07.67

40 years with the company
Stanisław Szarkowicz
Zygmunt Kawa
Marian Stachowski
Andrzej Stanisławski
Eugeniusz Chabowski
Jerzy Jakubowski
Józef Krupski
Maciej Słomski
Roman Gretkowski
Waldemar Szelągowski
Andrzej Dutkiewicz
Jerzy Trzciński

01.09.71
02.05.72
01.07.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
01.09.72
22.09.72
13.11.72

30 years with the company
Andrzej Usarz
Stanisław Skrzyński
Krzysztof Owsik
Józef Józwiak
Zbigniew Korman
Alina Terebus
Grzegorz Krupski

01.09.79
01.06.81
01.09.81
01.02.82
26.04.82
04.08.82
06.08.82

Bogusław Ogórek
Zbigniew Mielniczek
Zbigniew Kosik

01.09.82
01.09.82
23.11.82

25 years with the company
Stanisław Bawół
Robert Franczak
Edward Dolasiński
Zbigniew Bogacz
Andrzej Zalewski
Fryderyk Wróbel
Andrzej Koczwara
Joanna Morawska
Krzysztof Sobczak
Robert Rybicki
Tomasz Matuszewski
Adam Duc

03.11.80
01.09.84
03.11.86
13.11.86
11.05.87
03.08.87
06.08.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
01.09.87
28.09.87

20 years with the company
Marek Grubka
Janusz Cebula
Adam Ciamaga
Kazimierz Komorowski
Andrzej Mirkiewicz
Ryszard Zdanowicz
Rafał Kaźmierczak
Bogdan Jóźwiak
Grzegorz Dyrcz
Grzegorz Mazur
Andrzej Mazgaj
Zbigniew Piasecki
Jolanta Koniewicz
Jerzy Batko

01.09.76
09.02.79
02.03.81
01.09.81
01.03.84
07.11.84
01.09.87
01.09.88
03.09.90
03.09.90
18.05.92
15.07.92
01.10.92
26.10.92

10 years with the company
Ryszard Oćwieja
Tadeusz Paliński
Radosław Rzońca
Marian Suszka
Mizerski Grzegorz
Krzysztof Siejka
Sylwia Krzesiak
Jan Dobrowolski
Marek Kwiatkowski
Marcin Majorek

01.08.91
24.10.91
01.09.98
21.09.99
03.06.02
10.06.02
22.07.02
23.07.02
12.08.02
02.09.02

Afzal Ahmad Khan
Baji Lal
Ram Bhajan Gupta
Rupchand Gupta Moti Gupta
Puspa Raj Senehang
Charna Kumar Ale Magar
Indra Bahadur Limbu (Ashok)
Chandra Bahadur Majhi
Slamet Bn Darma Sawina

23.12.01
27.01.02
27.01.02
27.01.02
26.03.02
07.05.02
07.05.02
13.05.02
21.06.02

KAEFER Thermal Contracting 		
Services (Pty) Ltd. South Africa
30 years with the company
Samson Nkosi

04.01.82

20 years with the company
Samuel Greef

24.06.92

10 years with the company
Yougandree Pillay
Malegodi Thobejane

08.02.02
27.05.02

KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A. 		
Spain
40 years with the company
José Luis Martin
Luis Ramón Souto
Eufemio Alonso
José María Noya
Damián Navarro
Justo Aparicio
Pedro Calero
Félix Trapero

07.06.71
28.08.71
16.11.71
16.11.71
17.02.72
06.03.72
01.08.72
01.08.72

30 years with the company
Andoni Bilbao

09.12.81

40 years with the company
Edward Wróblewski
09.08.1972

10 years with the company
Pablo Brull
José Redondo
Alfredo Redondo
Oscar Celeiro
Sergio Aguayo
José Antonio Higueras
José Luis Celis
Tomás Córdoba
Juan Rey
José Ramón Ramos
Ricardo Marín
Jesús Carrobles

16.01.01
22.01.01
30.01.01
07.05.01
05.09.01
10.12.01
02.01.02
05.02.02
05.03.02
29.07.02
02.09.02
04.11.02

30 years with the company
12.02.1982
Wiesław Herod

KAEFER Engineering Limited
Thailand

TERMOKOR KAEFER
Poland

25 years with the company
Jolanta Lang
06.01.1987
11.09.1987
Sławomir Szpeciński
Krzysztof Stęplewski
24.11.1987

WIEZAT Sp. z o.o.
Poland
20 years with the company
Bogdan Machał
Andrzej Bernacki
Grzegorz Czarny
Czesław Liszka
Marian Nalepka
Stanisław Laska
Stanisław Nalepka
Dorota Bulaga
Piotr Oleś

06.04.92
01.05.92
09.06.92
15.06.92
01.07.92
01.07.92
01.07.92
15.07.92
21.09.92

KAEFER LLC,
Qatar
10 years with the company
Ramashray Kewat
Shambhu Kewat
Vishwanath Kewat

18.09.01
11.10.01
23.11.01

10 years with the company
Sombat Tongkrote

02.07.01
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Thank you for 40 years!
There is more to add to his list of experiences:
the Cheviré central, the Beghin Say site, various
company locations over time, but we would need
the entire magazine to tell everything. The
agency team of Nantes and the region
benefits these 40 years to thank him for his
involvement.
Jozo Saric
(KAEFER, Austria)
As a trained forester Jozo Saric joined KAEFER
on 19.01.1972.
After his training period at OMV Schwechat to
become a plumber, he was employed at several
large sites in Austria. Following overseas
projects in Algeria, Germany and Holland, Mr.
Saric demonstrated his skills at the permanent
construction site OMV Schwechat, where he
served as foreman.
To date he is working in the sheet metal
prefabrication department in our workshop in
Vienna.

Daniel Vince
(KAEFER WANNER SAS, France)
Daniel Vince began his career in the company on
September 4th, 1972 at the age of 19, the first
assignment, which will launch a long list, is AZF
in Toulouse.
With a degree of boiler (CAP-BEP), he gains
experience during two years in the shipyards of
Saint-Nazaire and Dubigeon in Nantes making
sheet metal work of the propulsion boilers vessels. He spends the next 20 years on the western
roads of France (in particular Deux Sèvres) participating in the construction of cold circuits of
the insurances buildings in Niort including the
site of Rhône Poulenc.
He also worked during the construction of
the Civaux nuclear power plant (1996) by
conducting surveys of coastline that would later
be used by national prefabrication workshops.
After an internship in the east of France in 2000
when this sheet metal worker was appointed
foreman, he assumed responsibility for
the workshops Cordemais, Donges and now
Campbon.

Ivan Buhovac
(KAEFER Industrie GmbH,
Germany)
Ivan Buhovac, born on 18.07.1950, started
working for KAEFER on 24.01.1972 in Munich. In
his early days he was located as an installer and
plumber on the major projects at the time,
including the new hospital in Grosshadern and
Munich’s Olympic Stadium.
After that he spent almost 29 years working as
site manager of our permanent construction site
“Philip Morris AG Munich”. Starting July 2005
Mr. Buhovac continued to work as site manager
at different large sites such as “Rechts der Isar”,
BMW World and the new build of the BMW FIZ
testing center.
Since August 2009, Mr. Buhovac has successfully supervised the permanent construction
site at Munich’s SWM Power Plant as site
manager. We hope that Mr. Buhovac’s expertise
will continue to be with us for years to come.

Udo Liedke
(KAEFER Industrie GmbH,
Germany)
Mr. Liedke began working in 1962 as a mechanic
in Gelsenkirchen. He worked on numerous construction sites in and around Gelsenkirchen and
was responsible for fitting insulation (pipes,
caps, sheets and containers). He was further

employed at construction sites in the Munich,
Hamburg and Bremen areas.
Following the closure of the branch in
Gelsenkirchen, Mr. Liedke moved with some
colleagues to the Düsseldorf branch in 1994.
At the Düsseldorf branch, Mr. Liedke has worked
predominantly on the permanent construction
sites “Bayer Uerdingen” and “Bayer Dormagen”
and is currently involved in the site in KrefeldUerdingen.

Stanko Rakic
(KAEFER Industrie GmbH,
Germany)
Mr. Stanko Rakic was born on the 27th July 1952
in Melenci, in the former state of Yugoslavia.
Stanko Rakic started his successful career at
KAEFER on the 19th September 1972. Since
then he has worked full time as a lagger. He has
a considerable range of skills and technical
competencies. Sanko Rakic has worked for
KAEFER on various building sites, for example
the north German Parting Work, Worlée
Chemicals and Vattenfall. As of 1st December
2012 he will enter the partial retirement.

Monika Schamper
(KAEFER Isoliertechnik GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany)
On 01.12.1972 Monika Schamper joined KAEFER
as a technical draftswoman in the Department
of Corporate Engineering. In the area of acoustics Ms. Schamper worked on projects such as
noise reduction in the Volkswagen car body
workshop in Wolfsburg, as well as for Opel in
Bochum. She also played a large role in the
construction development of large sound
dampeners for flue gas desulphurisation plants
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Thank you for 40 years!
(Lambda/4-Resonators). Following a reorganisation of the technical noise protection sector,
the corporate engineering department experienced a decline in construction activity and Ms.
Schamper took over new tasks and assignments.
Before her retirement in May 2011, she worked
in the fields of literature and standards management of Corporate Technology and Research.

Bremen. He didn’t just manufacture special parts
but also assembled them on construction sites
at home and abroad. Since 1987 Peter
Kretschmer has been active in the shipbuilding
industry and up until 2008 at the yards Abeking
+ Rasmussen and Lürssen in Lemwerder.
Whenever there was something special to be
fitted, Peter Kretschmer was always the person
to go to. Because of his experience, since 2008
he has been active in the shipbuilding metal
workshop.

help others and onboard new colleagues. She
also encouraged her son and daughter to join
our company at the Elektrenai who also work as
lagger.

w

Holger Simon
(KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH,
Germany)
On 01.08.1972 Holger Simon started his apprenticeship as an insulator at KAEFER. Following his
training period Mr. Simon worked for about a
year on multiple building sites in the industry
division before finally being able to work where
he really wanted to - in the shipbuilding division.
Here Holger Simon was initially employed at
various sites in Emden, Bremen and abroad. As
of 1979 he started to gain practical experience
on all types of ships (from marine vessels to
yachts) which led to him becoming site manager
of the Lürssen shipyard in 1995. Given his academic knowledge and practical experience,
Holger Simon has worked since 2003 as a project manager and currently engages his expertise in the area of yacht outfitting from the
Bremen office. It is largely thanks to him that
many super yachts (60-160m in length) are
fitted with KAEFER’s external ceiling system.

Peter Kretschmer
(KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH,
Germany)
On 1 August 1972 Peter Kretschmer started his
apprenticeship at KAEFER as an insulator. He
was then active for many years as a fitter in

Gerd Hedenkamp
(KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH,
Germany)
Trained as a steel and machinery manufacturer,
Gert Hedenkamp began work for KAEFER on
07.08.1972 in the noise protection workshop. In
5 years he managed to not only install these
systems in the power station sector, but also in
various building sites across Germany and
abroad. From 1997 to the present day, Gert
Hedenkamp has been working as workshop
manager at the metal works for shipbuilding. His
expertise and technical knowledge has played a
large role in ensuring that the workshop can
offer such a wide range of services.

Jekaterina SviŠČ
(TERMOIZOLA UAB, Lithuania)
Jekaterina Svisc joined KAEFER in August of
1972 at the Elektrenai production site as an
lagger. In 1993, she became a certified 6th category lagger, and when qualification requirements changed in 2006, she was certified as a
3rd category thermal lagger. Ms. Jekaterina
works with cold and hot insulation. She is
accurate, smart, dutiful in her work, willing to

Stanisław Szarkowicz
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Stanisław Szarkowicz joined KAEFER as a young
worker in the two-year vocational school in
Tarnow. His first project was at the Rybnik
power plant in 1973. He also worked in the
chemical plants Oświęcim, ZA Tarnow, New
Sarzyna and Jedlicze Refinery and in the power
plants Jaworzno, Połaniec, Bełchatow, BielskoBiała, Krakow and Opole. He has worked in many
European countries and has spent a total of 8
years in Germany. He has also worked in Sweden,
France, Finland and Lithuania. He is a highly
qualified employee and master of his trade. Mr.
Szarkowicz is the father of three sons and
spending time with his family is most important
to him. He is passionate about football.

Zygmunt Kawa
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Zygmunt Kawa joined KAEFER in 1972 as a
thermal lagger and also worked as tinsmith. He
worked on many construction sites in Poland and
abroad like Sweden and Germany. His interests
include sports, sightseeing and politics.
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Thank you for 40 years!
Germany. Currently, he is working on PKN
ORLEN SA. He is married to Elżbieta and has
two children and one grandchild.

Marian Stachowski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
In 1972, Marian Stachowski graduated from
vocational school in Wolsztyn as a tinsmith and
joined KAEFER. In October 1991, he started
working as a tinsmith at a workshop in Poznań.
He was also deployed on many projects in Germany.
He is responsible and well qualified, often taking
on the role of foreman at building sites. He is
married to Elżbieta and has two children.

Andrzej Stanisławski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
After completing training at the Basic Vocational School PRTiA Izokor in Płock in 1984, Mr.
Stanislawksi was employed as a lagger and
tinsmith. He has worked at many national construction sites including Police, Toruń and
Gdańsk and abroad in Kuwait, Germany, Finland
and Belgium. He is married to Teresa and has
three children and one grandchild. In his spare
time he enjoys fishing.

Eugeniusz Chabowski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Eugeniusz Chabowksi joined KAEFER in 1972 as
a thermal lagger. He also worked as a tinsmith.
Mr. Chabowksi has participated in many projects:
Gdańsk, Police, Włocławek and on some abroad
in Germany and Norway. Mr. Chabowski is married to Danuta and has three daughters and two
grandchildren. He loves to go spinning fishing.

Jerzy Jakubowski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Jakubowski joined KAEFER in 1972, as a
trained insulation fitter for ventilation and air
conditioning. He has also worked as a plumber
and tinsmith. He has performed work in in Toruń,
Włocławek and Gdańsk. For many years he also
worked abroad in Germany, Norway and
Belgium. Currently, he is on contract in the
Netherlands. He is married to Ewa and has two
daughters and four grandchildren. In his spare
time he enjoys fishing.

Józef Krupski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Krupsli graduated form the Vocational
School in Płock and worked as a thermal lagger,
locksmith, tinsmith, painter of steel construction
and scaffolding fitter. He has worked on construction sites in Poland (Konin and Gdańsk) and
abroad in Iraq and Germany. Currently he is doing anticorrosive work. He is married to Janina
and has three children and one granddaughter.

Maciej Słomski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Slomski graduated from the Vocational
School in Płock and started working in 1972 as
a thermal lagger. He also works as a tinsmith. He
is a certified lagger. He was deployed on
many construction sites such as Łodź, Gdańsk,
Kwidzyn and Police and in Iraq, Sweden and

Roman Gretkowski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Gretkowski joined KAEFER in 1972 as a
young fitter of chemical resistant and corrosion
insulation at the former IZOKOR. He is also experienced as steel painter and sandblaster. Mr.
Gretkowaski has worked on the most important
national construction sites such as in Gdańsk,
Katowice and Tychy and abroad in Germany,
France and Russia. He is married to Alina and
has two sons, Hubert and Łukasz. He has two
granddaughters. In his spare time he is interested in sports.

Waldemar Szelągowski
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Szelągowski joined KAEFER in September
1972 after finishing Vocational Insulation School
in Płock as a chemical resistant construction
fitter. In 1977, he became foreman and began
work in the Branch Office in Płock. In 1988, he
took over the role of work manager. After 18
years, he was promoted to the Head of Calculation and Contract Department, a part of the
technical department. Since 2009, he has been
Head of Calculation Section. Mr. Szelągowski
worked on projects abroad in Germany (Voerde,
Janschwalde). In Poland he worked on all installations in PKN ORLEN SA, Poland’s largest
chemical company.
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He participated in several notable projects such
as Project Hammerfest and Buzzard. To this day,
he continues to work successfully in his role as
team leader.

Andrzej Dutkiewicz
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Dutkiewicz began his career as an lagger in
the Branch Office Płock in September 1972.
For many years he worked on building sites.
Currently, he works in the workshop.
Throughout his career he has been on projects
abroad in Iraq, Germany, Finland and Belgium.
Three years ago he was in in Zambia. In his
opinion, the last project in Zambia, where he did
thermal insulation in a copper mine was the most
interesting. In Poland he was engaged in Gdańsk,
Kwidzyn and Police.
In his spare time he likes to take care of his house
and go mushroom picking.

Jerzy Trzciński
(KAEFER SA, Poland)
Mr. Trzciński joined KAEFER in November 1972
as car mechanic in the Mechanical Service
Supervisor Department. From 1978-1981 and
1984-1986 he worked as a carpenter/tinsmith in
Germany. In Poland he was involved in the most
important projects in Gdańsk, Kwidzyn, Konin
and many more. In 2002, after thirty years he
became a thermal lagger. Currently, he does
insulation work for PKN ORLEN SA. During his
forty years with KAEFER he earned his master
mechanic certificate. He likes to spend his spare
time in nature.

Edward Wróblewski
(TERMOKOR KAEFER, Poland)
Mr. Wróblewski began his career in 1972 in the
former IZOKOR Płock (now KAEFER SA) as a
tinsmith. He also worked as a foreman and site
manager. Since July 2008 he has been working
as Deputy Managing Director. In 2010, he
became Technical Director. He was deployed on
many construction sites both at home and
abroad including in Germany and Sweden.

Jose Luis Martin
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Martin was born in 1953. His career began
as helper in 1971 and after a few years he became a skilled worker and then a foreman due
to his good performance. His carrier progressed
mainly in Bilbao. He advanced his skills at
KAEFER as a construction and acoustic expert
providing technical solutions to the client and
efficiently managing his assigned projects. He
has worked on the BBVA head office building
project in Madrid, among other places.

Luis Ramón Souto
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Castelo started his career in KAEFER Servicios
Industriales S.A. on August 28, 1971. His career
as an installer is tied mainly to shipbuilding and
ship repairs especially in Cadiz, southern Spain.

Eufemio Alonso
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Alonso was born in Garguera (Caceres –
Spain) in 1953. He started to work in MONTEROKAEFER, located in Barakaldo on 16 November
1971. He was deployed to Tarragona in 2003. He
is a very versatile worker and is able to adapt to
different construction sites. He has worked in
Spain, among others as a metal fitter for Opel
(Zaragoza), SEAT (Pamplona), Michelin
(Valladolid) and the nuclear power plant near
Caceres.
Throughout his forty years of service, he has
worked as a technician in Armaflex, Poliuretano
expert and metal fitter.

Jose Maria Noya
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Noya, like a good Galician, moved around to
look for job opportunities. He started at KAEFER
through a newspaper looking for laggers, even
though he had no idea of the job. He started in
1971 with no prior knowledge but a huge desire
to learn. During his years with KAEFER he developed his expertise in projects and in dealing with
clients at shipyards, thermal power plants, nuclear power plants, paper mills, textile companies, petrochemical and much more. He has
travelled around Spain countless times. Unhappy
with this situation, he instilled the KAEFER
spirit in his family and during these years many
brothers and relatives followed in his footsteps
and became members of the KAEFER team too.
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project manager for REPSOL in Petronor refinery (Bilbao) for a long time and knows the plant
like no one else. As a foreman, he has worked
successfully on numerous insulation, construction and acoustic projects, and also supports
scaffolding work.

Damian Navarro
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Navarro was born in 1953. His career began
as a helper in 1972 and he has become a 1st
skilled worker.
As such he has successfully worked on numerous
projects, including the nuclear power plant in
Almaraz. His colleagues appreciate his experience and know that they can always count on
him.

Felix Trapero
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Toledano is a tireless worker at Puertollano’s
location and has worked on many different sites
such as the nuclear power plant in Almaraz,
water potable plant in Majorca, thermal power
station in Puente Nuevo. For the last 25 years
he has been in the Repsol Petroleo refinery in
Puertollano.

Justo Aparicio
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Aparicio was born in 1951 and started
working at KAEFER in 1972. He started as a 2nd
skilled worker and become a foreman due to his
good performance.
He has tremendous experience in project management where he has enjoyed lots of success.
At the moment, he is training a group of young
metal cladding fitters.

In memoriam:
France
Jean-Hector Laroze Cervetti, † 22.12.11
Gerard Durand, † 29.12.11
Jean Marie L’Hostis, † 23.03.12
Pascal Gravier, † 06.04.12
Pascal Seville, † 23.06.12
Germany
Edith Böhler*, † 31.08.11
Ljubo Resanovic*, † 30.09.11
Dieter Schauwacker*, † 15.10.11
Klaus-Juergen Walter*, † 15.10.11
Erich Schattschneider*, † 16.10.11
Eckhard Garrelts*, † 19.10.11
Hadzi Dervishaj*, † 31.10.11
Jürgen Carstens*, † 04.11.11
Saban Ersoez*, † 15.11.11
Günther Wulff*, † 18.11.11
Axel Zander, † 27.11.11
Heinz Walter*, † 04.12.11
Horst Hartung*, † 20.12.11
Siegfried Prösch*, † 20.12.11
Reiner Kaup*, † 29.12.11
Sabri Türhan*, † 14.01.12
Franz Ostermeier*, † 17.01.12
Reinhard Hedden*, † 19.01.12
Friedhelm Jansen*, † 13.02.12
Heinrich Rohlfs*, † 23.02.12
Bruno Weisheit*, † 26.02.12
Juergen Issleib, † 13.06.12
Hans-Joachim Nickel*, † 23.03.12
Medzid Sacipi*, † 25.03.12
Bruno Lauterfeld*, † 27.03.12
Hajo Westerholt, † 27.03.12
Hans Gallei*, † 15.04.12
Bodo Wunder, † 16.04.12
Karl Beermann*, † 16.04.12
Gustav Schmidt*, † 18.04.12
Dimitrija Brmbeski*, † 09.05.12
Arnold Jacobs*, † 11.05.12
Walter Mertens*, † 22.05.12
Rolf Fest*, † 09.06.12
Christoph Fiehe*, † 20.06.12
Bruno Grabus*, † 30.06.12
Gerhard Kohlhoff*, † 06.07.12
Heinz Wöpkemeier*, † 08.07.12
Peter Schulz*, † 08.07.12
Jürgen Schirmer*, † 28.07.12
Helmut Liedtke*, † 02.08.12
Walter Satter*, † 03.08.12
Folkert Oldenburger*, † 21.08.12
Steffen Bünger, † 23.08.12
Ferdinand Klönne*, † 03.09.12
New Caledonia
Yuan Mei Jun, † 06.10.2012
Poland
Domański Tomasz, † 02.10.11
Jarosław Kulik, † 16.06.12
Michał Baran, † 05.12.11
South Africa
Siketo Mavunda, † 09.07.12

Pedro Calero
(KAEFER Servicios Industriales S.A.,
Spain)
Mr. Calero was born in 1954. His career began
as an apprentice in 1971 and after a few years
he became a skilled worker and then a foreman
due to his good performance. He has been the

Juergen Issleib
(KAEFER Industrie GmbH, Germany)
“Sadly, we have lost him.
Mr. Issleib was a constantly engaged, skilful
and highly respected colleague.
Thank you for almost 40 years at KAEFER.”

United Kingdom
Thomas Close, † 21.07.12

*Employees in retirement
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“The secret of joy in work is contained in one word - excellence.
To know how to do something well is to enjoy it.”
Pearl Buck, American Writer (June 26, 1892 – March 6, 1973)
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